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In Search of 'Excellent Army Laboratories
By Dr. Richard L. Hartman and Dr. Richard G. Rhoades

LAB EXCELLENCE

Introduction

Elsewhere in this issue are examples
of excellent work by Army laboratories.
But, almost every year, there is a new
study to solve the "lab problem." We
clearly need to improve the worlds perception of the excellence we do have,
and we need to become even more excellent. This paper summarizes a 1984
Army Science Conference presentation
which discussed some views held by
Army manager:> on excellence in
laboratories.
One of the currently popular books
concerned with performance is "In
earch of Excellence," by Thomas]. Peters and Robert H. waterman Jr. In their
study, Peters and Waterman conclude
that there are eight main attributes of
excellent corporations: bias for action;
close to the customer; autonomy and
entrepreneurship; productivity through
people; hands on, value driven; stick to
the knitting; imple form - lean staff;
and simultaneous 100 e-tight properties.
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AVERAGE lAB RANKING
Figure 1.

Results
Although some researchers have
questioned Peters and Warermans methodology, the fundamental issue is
whether the conclusions of the book
provide helpful insight for government
laboratory managers. In 1984 we surveyed Army lab managers to see if they
thought the book gives useful guidance
for Army labs. The survey focused on the
above eight attributes and asked the
managers to evaluate, on a sliding scale,
if their lab should have those attribute
and to what degree it did have the attributes. The managers overwhelmingly
agreed that the attributes of excellent
companies were highly applicable to
Army labs. There was a wide range of
opinion about the extent to which these
attributes were currently present.
It is hard to evaluate the excellence of
a lab. One composite measure is the
May-June 1985

Army Lab of the Year Award. Figure 1
shows the comparison between the 10
year average lab ranking in this competition and the degree to which the lab
managers felt their labs posse ed the
attributes (3 = strongly agree; 0 = neutral). Clearly the better labs think they
already enjoy these attributes.
A Bias for Action

The excellent companies were found
to demonstrate a marked bias for action.

The majority of Army lab managers
agreed that our labs should have this
attribute, but a few managers felt a bias
for anion could just gel them into lrouble. On the average, lhe managers

thought the attribute was present, but
there was a wide range of opinion.
One way to measure a bias for action is
to count the number of memoranda,
notes, conversations or other communications with respea to whether or not
they encouraged action. We did a limited
count and found that in the lab we selected, less than five percent of the
"messages" in the system promoted a
"bias for action." Engineers and scien·
tists in the labs need to realize that the
Army truly cares about action and productiVity. On the other hand, Army management must continually express its desire for action, and should support that
desire by realizing that every new reo
striction and piece of red tape not only
competes with productive work, but
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send the wrong message about what i
important.

Close to the Customer
The excellent companies are very
close to their customer (Figure 2). Research engineers place sales calls. Some
food companies call on every customer
every day. The Army managers we surveyed tb ink this closeness is important,
that the lab try hard, but that they need
to do even better. Applying this principle
is difficult. Unlike the child who spends
his own money for a candy bar and then
consumes it, \V'e have one organization
making the decision, another providing
the money, and a third actually using our
products. The. scientist or engineer who
worries about the individual soldier cannOt go far wrong. But, understanding the
diverse and complex nature of our customer is critical to excellence.

Autonomy and
Entrepreneurship
The excellent companies foster innovation and encmJrage risk taking (Figure
3). Whlle most manager agreed that
Army labs should have this attribute.

Figure 3.

some disagree with risk taki ng. They believe the Army is more concerned with
avoiding failure than with innovalion.
The managers are somewhat concerned
that our labs are nOt as innovative as they
should be. Since there is clearly good
work coming out of the lab, this leads to
the next point.

Productivity Through People

Figure 2.

2

The excellent companies get high productivity from all tbeir employees. In
comparison, Army manager frequently
speak of lhe 80 - 20 law: 80 percent of lhe
work is done by 20 percent of the people. Excellent companies do not ettle
for thi . Consider how much more productive we could be if all our work force
was highly productive.
The Army managers thought the labs
hould and do have this attribute. We
(the authors) are les convinced, because of our 'own studies of excellent
lab and discussions with managers of
excellent companies. Tbe intensity of
the people orientation at a company like
Tandem Computers [see page 161 is far
beyond anything we have seen in the
Army. Currently, the governments Office
of Personnel Management is proposing
to reduce the quality of life in the government until the .turnover rate exceeds
that of industry. Instead, mey hould
look at the turnover rate of the excellent
companie , and try to e.mulate that.
Nevertheles , there is a lot that lab
mana~er and scienti 15 and engineer
can do. Maximizeyour own contribution
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and do nOt accept hoddy or lazy work
- on the other hand, reward good work.

Hands on, Value Driven
The excellent companies are run by
people who know wbat they are doing.
The companies have values, and those
value are communicated to the
workforce.
What are the values of the Army laboratory system - or of your lab' Doe
your organization value innovation?
How many manager have innovation in
their performance standards? Does your
organization value cost control?
Too often we assume expertise exists
where it really doesn't. Recently, one of
us learned that not only did his wife not
know what a fan belt was, no one in the
family knew how to open the hood of the
car. How many I.ab empl yees are in the
same boat? Are you familiar with Army
problem and witb the hardware your
command upports? Asking that question in Our lab Jed' to an exodu to our
lest range to observe some missile
firing.

Stick to the Knitting
Peters and Waterman found that the
excellent companies make money doing
what they do best They did not follow
the trend to wild diversification.
The Army managers had a wide range
of opinion aboul thi attribute perhaps
becau e they widely interpreted the
principle involved. Alab cannot" tick to
the knitting" if that means doing nothing
new But, if it means doing researcb well
May-June 1985

and understanding of values for the lab
system. They also are trying to 100 en the
laboratory staff from some administrative shackles.

Conclusion

Figure 4.

if that is your speciality, doing project
upport well if that is your speciality, we
think the attribute applies. There is evidence that Army labs which haven't been
in the system development busine s
have made a me S of trying to get into
that business. Laboratories have had difficulties when trying to act as procure·
ment agencies.

Simple Form -

Lean Staff

The excellent companies have a
straightforward organization and small
central taffs.It is not unusual for a multinational corporation to have a staff of
less than 100. In his turnaround of
Chrysler, Lee Iacocca had to greatly reduce the corporate staff as a money saving measure. He found that the smaller
staff actually got the job done bener!
The Army managers agree with the
value of this attribute. Considering laboratOry taffs, command staffs, Army Materiel Command (AMC) staff, DA staff, and
DOD taff, much comment on this subject would be like shooting fish in a barrel. This is one area where the Army
could learn from the excellent
companies.

Simultaneous
Loose-Tight Properties
Peters and Waterman describe a tight
control of adherence to the vaJues of the
corporation, with a simultaneou 100 e
May-June 1985

control over the way the job gets done
(figure 4).
The survey respondents had a wide
range of opinion, which may reflect lack
of understanding of the attribute. Right
now, top leader in the Office of the
Deputy Chief of Staff for Re earch Development and Acquisition and AMC are
vigorously trying to improve the clarity

The survey showed that Army man·
agers think the attributes of "In Search of
Excellence" are appropriate for excellent Army labs. They also think that those
attributes are present to a significant de·
gree. But, our experience has been that
the more a group of managers studies
and thinks about these attributes, the
more they see room for improvement. In
any case, this set of attributes does
provide a framework which can aid the
pursuit of excellence in Army labs.
The delightful cartoons were drawn
by John Norris. We wish to thank all the
Army lab managers who took the rime to
participate in our survey.

DR. RICHARD L. HAKrMNV is director for reo
search, u.s. Anny Missile Laboratory, Redstone Arsenal, N.. He holds B.s., M.S. and Ph.D degrees in
physicsfrom Carn.egie Institute ofTechnology and
an M.s. degree in management from Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

DR. RICHARD G. RHOADES is associate director
for tecbnology, u.s. Army Missile Laboratory, Redstone Arsenal, N.. He bas a bacbelors degree in
chemical engineering and a Ph.Dfrom Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute and an M.S degree from
Massachusetts Institute of 7i3chnology.
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In-House Laboratory
Independent Research
By Dr. James Gordon Prather

It appears that, at any given time, there
is a tudy being conducted, or about to
begin, or just ended, calling into question the need for Department of Defen e
(DOD) in-hou e laboratories. If that
study assume or concludes (as aU thus
far have done) dlat me need exists for inhouse laboratories, then me bulk of me
srudy effort i devoted to what has been
done, needs ro be done, or could be
done to improve me health of those
laboratories.
In late 1961, Secretary of Defen e
Mc amara had become concerned
about me health of DOD in-house laboratories and directed me mil itary departments to come up with a program for
strengthening them. As one element of
th.at program, he directed that "Depending upon me mission and nature of the
work of the particuiar laborarory, a frac·
tion of the annual laboratory budget
shall be set aside for work judged by the
laboratory director to be of promise or
importance without need of prior approval or review at higher levels. The
resultS ofthls work shall be reviewed by
the Assistant Secretaries for Research
and Development of the Military
DepartmentS."
That was me beginning of me DOD InHou e Laboratory Independent Research (lUR) Program.
Secretary McNamara had become
concerned about in-hou e lab as a result of his being one of seven principal
participantS in a presidential review of
government contracting for re earch
and development. The review had begun in July of 1961 and was chaired by
me men Budget Director David Bell.
In their report to the president in the
spring of 1962, dle group stressed the
need for strong internal R&D competence in the government. First class
4

in-house R&D facilities were to be maintained, assignments made to government R&D facilities were to be significant and challenging, and first class
scientists were to be recruited and retained. Finally, more audlority was to be
delegated to individuallaborarory directors to make decisions relating to programs, personnel, funds, and other reources. In particular, such delegation
was to include "...providing the research
laborarory director a discretionary allotment of funds, to be available for projeCtS of his choo ing, and for the resultS
of which he is to be re ponsible."
The military departments were never
furnished further guidance b the ecretary on how these ILl Rprograms were to
be carried out. The Army chose ro follow
the tenor of the Bell report.
Laboratory directors inside and outide the government know that one way
to attract and retain first class scientistS is
to allow mem ro work on whatever intere tS them. The problem is d13t whatever
it is that interestS the scient' tS is not
often what the lab director wantS done.
So the lab director makes a deal; if me
scientist will work on a big problem the
lab director wantS olved, then the lab
director will find something the cienlist
really want to work on. That \vay everyone is relatively happ;( The lab director
getS his work accomplished by first class
scientists and the cienti ts get to do
some of the things they really find
interesting.
The Army fUR Program is carried as a
separate program element in the budget
(PE 6110lA) and amounts in fY 85 to
$24.4 million, or about 10 percent of the
total Army research (6.1) budget. Allocation is made by the assistant secretary of
me Army for research, development and
acquisition (ASA(RDA)) directly through
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the director of Army re earch and technology to the technical directors at e-dch
participating Army laboratory or
qualified research acti ity. Allocati n
are made each ye-dr on the basis of an
independent evaluation of the re LIltS of
the previous years effort.
Tho e laboratory directors who do e pecially well in the evaluations can expectlo get a greater allocation and tho e
who do relatively poorly can expect to
get a lesser allocation. The real growth in
the total ILIR program element has not
kept pace wim me rest of the Army budget ( or, in faCt, has such a growth in
ILIR been propo ed or ju tified. Although ILIR projects hould be mission
related, the program, itself, doe not exist to fulfill an Army mission. It could
even be argued that real in reases in the
total ILIR program element related to
anything other than a measurable increase in the health of Army lab would
defeat the purpose of the program.)
No echelon between me ASA RDA)
and the laboratory director (including
the director of Army research and technology) has the authority to reprogram
fund from the account issue guidance
or direct dle program, or "monitor" the
program.
Guidance is ued by ASA(RDA) 10
Army laboratory directors i as follows:
• Any Army RDTE activity having professional staff and laboratory facilities
can participate.
• Any qualified activity can elect not
to participate in any given year withoul
prejudice.
• All funds allocated are to be spent
within me currel1l fi cal rear.
• All work supported i to be of Am1Y
intere t and m i ion related.
• No funds should be pent on contracl, except in suppOrt of a principal
May-June 1985

investigator empJo)'ed by the laboratory
or in a cooperative re earch effort with
universities or other government
laboratories.
• No funds are to be spent in violation of other Army or DOD directives
(e.g., those regulating the purchase of
computers, etc.)
• No funds should be spent on programs whidl had been proposed for inclusion in the labs regular Defense Research Sciences (6.1) Program at the
earliest opportunity.
At the end of the fiscal year each participating technical director must
provide the ASA(RDA) a report including: how much ILIR money he allocated,
how he spent the money on individual
projects (with supporting Form 1498s), a
description of each project and his reason for funding it, his evaluation of the
results of each program and of its future,
and his evaluation of the ILlR Program at
hi lab.
In the past everal years, ASA(RDA) Dr.
Jay R Sculley has asked the Board on
Army Science and Tedlnology of the ational Research Council to evaluate the
ILIR reports. The members of this pre tigious board are well acquainted with
Army laboratorie ,the ILIR Program, and
with industry independent re earch and
development program .
The members were proVided with
copies of the llJR reports weeks in advance of their convening to compare
notes and arrive at consensus evaluations. They have viewed favorably projects that contained bright new ideas, had
a possibility of high payoff, were related
to (but not integral part of) a lab mission,
were transferred to a "core" re earch
program when successful, were terminated when unsuccessful, and improved
the lab' capability or enhanced stature
of lab scientists and engineers.
ILlR projects should involve the labs
beSt (or those who aspire to be the be t)
and they should not involve "professional ll.lR employees" (that is, those
who work on ILIR projects to the exclusion of laboratory "core" projects year
after year after year). The idea i to make
the lab better capable of carrying out its
mission and it mission is not to do bigger and bener ILlR projects. If a lab director really believes that haVing a group of
researchers doing nothing year after
year but working on ILIR projects makes
his lab better able to carry out its assigned mission, then he need only pre ent the evidence in hi ILl R report.
Its possible dlat a lab might, in any
given year get too much llJR funding to
May-June 1985

pend profitably. Occasionally, technical
mrectors will realize this and turn some
of their allotted lllR funds back That is
better than funding projects that are nor
appropriate ll.lR projects.
Of course, if a lab director does want
to fund in the ILIR Program a project he
proposed to do in his "core" program
bur was not able, he should go ahead.
But, in his year-end justification he mu t
give his arguments for doing so.
After aU, ILlR funmng is no different in
that respect. Continued funding i predicated upon results. In the case of ILIR,
the results are supposed to be an improved Army laboratory, measured in
terms of capability to carry out as igned
mission and in terms of quality, morale,
and retention of scientists. It is that sort
of result that the ASA(RDA) attempts to
evaluate each year. The success of individual ILIR projects is relatively unimportant in comparison to an improved
Army laboratory system.
The program is Widely viewed as
being a success. Congress seldom cuts
the amount requested in the pre idents
budget submission. In 1972, the General
Accounting Office (GAO) audited the
DOD ILIR Program. The purposes of the
review were to determine whether the
objectives of the program were till \'alid,
whether the objecti\'e of the program
had been made dear to all participants,
and whether the program as implemented was meeting the original
objectives.
GAO found the program generally to
be a success, as evidenced by the fact that
the majority of ILIR-supported projects
were considered to be "research accomplishments of a high order of excellence." They found that many ll.lR projects undoubtedly comributed in sam
way to strengthening in-house
laboratories.
GAO found that some participants
considered "strengthening in-hou e laboratories" to be an unmea urable goal.
However, most participants supported
the program and believed that criteria
were suffiCiently general that the laboratory technical directors had the latitude
to do almost anything they really wanted

to do. Most lab directors also md not
consider the admini tralive requirements to be burdensome, and welcomed the opportunity to pre ent and
justify their ILIR projects at the assistant
secretary level.
The GAO and the Army Audit Agency
did find some instances wherein ILIR
funds were being used to augment or
replace "core" programs. The Board on
Army Science and Technology has not
discovered any uch instances in the past
several years and it is to be hoped that
guidance has been sufficiently clear that
no such instances have occurred.
Although the number of successful
ILlR projects is quite long, orne of the
more recent successes are:
• An innovative concept to provide a
tank or a helicopter gunner with an image-stabilized muzzle view of his target.
• A method of reducing residual
compressive strength at notches in large
caliber weapons.
• The adaptation ofa low cost speech
recognition unit to passively identify
acoustics target signatures.
• TIle achievement of a lO-fold improvement in magnetiC structure compacmess for millimeter wave traveling
wave tubes.
• Demon rration of the penetration
performance of a rocket delivered very
light, very high length-to-diameter-ratio
kinetic energy penetrator.
The ILIR Program is now close to a
quarter of a century old. Virtually every
lUdy of DOD laboratOrie has stre sed
the need for SUdl a program. The lab
directors like it. They believe it help
them artract and retain good scienti tS
and engineer. They believe that it give
them a cerrain latitude and opportunity
for entrepreneurship which they find
nece sary for running a good laboratory.
Congre eems to agree on the necesitv ofsuch a program. E,'en upper management of the laboratory system, prevented from exercising any comrol over
fUR spending, seems to agree on the
necessity of such a program. Widl that
kind of support we could probably expect the program to continue for another quarter of a century.

DR. JAMES G. PRAWER is deputy for science
and technology in the Office ofthe Assistant ecretary of the ~I (Research, Development and Acquisition). He holds a s.5. degree in physics from
the University ofOklahoma and a Ph.D in nuclear
physics from Utah State University.
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Prescription for Success ==================

Walter Reed Army Institute of Research
By COL Franklin H. Top -Jr.

The Walter Reed Army Institute of Research (WRAIR), has fared very well in
recent Army laboratory competitions. In
1979, 1980, 1981 and 1983, the WRAIR
received Army Laboratory Awards for Excellence. In 1984, the e awards were surpassed by the institutes selection as
Army Laboratory of the Year.
The WRAIR is honored by these
awards, nOt only because the Army has
recognized the s"trength of our scientific
productivity, but also becau e the selection has reaffirmed that WRAlRs basic
mission to protect military personnel
from mi(jtary hazards - infectious dise'<l e ,combat hock, microwave and
blast wave effects, and chemical warfare
- ' a critical part of military readine
and su.~tainabili ry. These awards are an
indication that our approad1 to research
in a military etting is righr.
What is that approach? It involves, today, a d1ange of emphasis from the internationally recognized infectious disease
rese'dI'ch center that we have been to a
laboratory more closely connected with
the realities of military problem , present and future.
In the past five years, the institute has
made major changes in emphasis. From
no activity in chemical defense re5e'<lrch
in 1979. our drug development group
now pends over 50 percent of its time
con rructing antidotes and prophylactic
drug to meet the chemical threar. We
have increased markedly our programs
in defining m dical effects of Army system hazards - microwave and blast
overpres ure. We have made major new
stans with evaluations of the new manning system, the light iJlfanrry divi ions
and the milirar ' £amil .
While these new mi ions have encroached to some extent on our traditional orientation, the WRAIR has been
able to maimain vigorou , productive
programs in infectious disease drug and
vaccine developmem which have ex·
plaited ucce fully the new recombi6

nam DNA and monoclonal antibody
technologie .
A second major change in approach
emphasiZes developmenr. WRAlR has always had strong tech base programs, but
has lacked sufficient development funds
and manpower to move many of its ideas
to the field. MG Garri on Rapmund,
commanding general, u.s. Army Medical
Research and Development Command
(U AMRDC). has been uccessful in obtaining developmental funds. To assist in
the management of the e funds he has
created two new activilie within the
command: the U.s. Army Medical Materiel Development Activity and the U. .
Army Medical Research Acquisition Ac·
tivity. We are working with those groups
to expedite development and fielding of
antimalarial drug , the nerve agent prophylactic drug pyridostigmine, and several vaccines against serious military disease threats.
WRAlR has been fortunate in attracting and maintaining outstanding professionals. The institute expects its people
to "be aU that they can be." We expect
them to become leaders in their disciplines, to chair essions at major scientific meeting, to consult for the ational
Institutes of Health, the Center for Disease Control and the World Health Organization, to know where their field is,
where it is going and what new concepts
and teclmologies will be 1.1 eful in solving Army problem .
The institute depends heavily on peer
interaction and peer review to assure its
scientists' growth and productivity. Acolleague encountered at a national meeting is the be t per on to encourage a
good idea or deflect a bad one before it
wastes tim and money. Even during evere restriction on travel funds in past
years, WRAlR cut administrative travel
severely to get as many investigators as
po ible to cientific meetings in order
to keep our people current we knew it
would ultimately payoff in the form of
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more vigorous programs.
Our goal of excellence extends to all
employees, not only scientific investigators. Many of our civilian and en·
listed technicians accept major research
responsibility and conduct and present
research at national meetings. We are
particularly proud of our enlisted personnel. Last year WlWR personnel won
both USAMRDC and Health Services
Command oldier of the Year. Many of
our officer and enlisted per onnel work
hard on their own time to gain the Expert Field Medical Badge. For the past
several years, at least one of our enlisted
personnel has received a direct
commission.
The institute has encouraged its professionals to work together; one of its
major trengths has been putting together teams from diverse disciplines to
attack major problems. Indeed, small ad
hoc working groups often form span·
taneously acro s departmental lines to
pursue new technologie a~ they emerge; it is a measure of our scientific
trength that the e groups may exiSt for
i.x to 12 months before the director becomes aware of them.
Another important contribution to
vigour is new blood. The ational Research Council Fellowship Program and
Intergovernmental Personnel Act programs allow us to bring young investigators and new ideas into our programs and keep us fresh.
The in titute also maintains scientific
vigout and innovation through collaboration. A long standing program of extramural conrracts with universities and
indu try has been a rich source of outide stimulation.
We have expanded our collaborations,
both within and without USAMRDC,
since the complexity of current scientific
development makes it unlikely for any
one laboratory to have all the capabil ities to drive research at an acceptable pace. In current work exploring
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concepts for malaria vaccines, for instance, we have collaborated extensively
with scientists at the National Institute
for Allergy and Infectious Diseases, the
Naval Medical Research Institute and the
Smith Kline and French Co., as well as
with USAMRDC. All these groups have
been excited by the pace and power that
teamwork has provided. We believe that
collaboration between laboratories will
be of increasing importance in future
military medical R&D.
WRAIR has always tried to think ahead
of the military ituation, tried to look at
the military problems that might occur,
bringing with them the medical problems we would be asked to solve.
Medical research is a long process.
Even the most dear-cut solution, rapidly
arrived at, can run into years of testing
for safety and efficacy before being released for human use. That means we
cannot wait for a military situation to
generate a medical problem before we
begin to tackle it.
WRAIR has developed a strong base
for screening po}ential situations for
tbeir medical significance. We arrempt to
stay clo e to our customer. Our laboratories in USAREUR and at Fort Bragg enabled us to identify problem in unit
cohe ion and fami ly tabi licy as they
emerged and permirred us to work with
the line to implement solutions quickly.
Our laboratories in Thailand, Malaysia,
Kenya, and Brazil, like the one at
Heidelberg and Fort Bragg, allow us to
recognize emerging problems quickly.
Another way in which we are in direct
contact with the field is through EPICO ,
the Epidemiological Consulrant ervice
WRAlR operate for the surgeon general.
EPICO team members are on 24-hour
alert to investigate outbreaks of disease
or other health hazards in military
populations.
Despite changing Army research and
development requirements, WRAIR
management has arrempted to maintain
a stable research climatc in the tech
base. For the past two decades, WRAIR
has been directed by officers who are
scientists; they have set high standards
for scientific excellence. All have been
visible and accessible. They have been
capable of rapidly supporting good
ideas and equally quick to discard flawed
concepts. They have concentrated on
military relevance, but have been humble enough to recognize that it is impossible to predict which potential military
medical problems will be realized 10
years hence. In that uncertainty, they
have been willing to provide stable supMay-June 1985

port for a few good people in each potentially critical tech base area, even if
thi discipline is not immediately promising or of high priority. This stability has
enabled the institute to maintain a strong
nucleus of expertise which permits
rapid and rational program e,,--pansion
due to changes in Army priorities or an
exploitable breakthrough.
Finally, the WRAlR has received Outstanding support up the line. MG RapOlund and hi staff at USAMRDC Headquarters have been most supportive and
have rigorously defended the need for a
strong tech base as we expand more into
development and testing. They have
gUided us into new areas important to
the Army and consistently fought to gel
u required resources.
The Army deputy chief of staff for
RO&A has been keenly interested in our
activities and also has been a strong supponer. The Office of the A'5Sistant Secretary of the Army (RD&A) too, through its
Independent Laboratory In-House He-

search Program, has allowed US to be
aggressive in pursuing riSky new starts,
many of which have become important
parts of our tech base and development
programs.
The inSlirute acutely needs to replace
its aged and inadequate laboratory facilities and we are grateful for trong upport [rom the Army R&D community and
the surgeon general in attempting to
solve this problem. Such upport is critical to the institute and provides the necessary fuel and inspiration for the future.
WRAlR has been fortunate. The Army
has given us an excellent opportunity to
fully utilize our talents in science. We
have had the opportunity and the joy of
seeing our ideas lead to improved Army
doctrine and training and to enhanced
proteaion of the oldier through vaccines, drugs, and improv d military standards. We all believe we must offer the
be t soldiers in the world the best protectiOn against military hazards.

COL FRANKIJN H. TOP/R, MC, is director ofthe
\Valter Reed Anny Institute of ReseardJ. He holds
as andMD. degreesfrom Yale Ul1iversit)! Prior to
assuming hispresentposition he servedas director
of the U. . Amry Medical Research Institute for
Chemical Dejense.

A Glance at WRAtR
The Walter Reed Army Institute of Research (WRAJR) is the olde t and
largest of the laboratorie in the .. Army Medical Research and Development Command (USAMRDC). Founded in 1893 as the Army Medical chool,
the first school of preventive medicine in the United State, WRAIR h
alway had, as an as ciated mission, the conduct of re earch in the field of
military preventive medicine. Today the mission includes studies in combat
casualty care as well.
Staffed by approximately 800 researchers and support personnel, the
workforce is about equally divided between military and civilian. As would
be expected in such an institution, advanced degree are held by many of
the people as igned to WRAJR, and embrace a wide variety of disciplines. In
1984, their research was reflected in over 290 articles published or in print,
in more than 107 professional journals.
Much of the work oftheWRAlRgoes on in the main laboratory, located in
Wa hington, D.C., but mall elements of the WRAIR have operated in Other
locations both in CO U and OCONUS since MAJ Walter Reed led the
Yellow Fever Commission to Cuba in 1900. WRAIR researchers are presently
in Fort Bragg Thailand, Malaysia, -Kenya. Brazil and We t Germanv. Over eas
re earch provide current knowledge of medical threats to the Arm)~
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Continuous Comprehensive Evaluation
By LTC Charles J. Boms

Army operational testing and evaluation
spans a new acronym - C 2 E, which stands
for Continuous Comprehensive Evaluation.
It!; not just a catchy term but represents a
major change in me way the Operational Test
and Evaluation Agency (OTEA) conduCtS i
business. C 2 E is a shiEl from the agencys past
orientation on testing to the conduct of independent SYSlem ev-J.luations. It says what it
means: focus on the evaluation of major system acquisition ; evaluale the systems progress in reaching its operational effectiveness
objectiVes over its entire development cycle,
nOI just al major decision points; and utilize
all available information in the evaluation
process. C2 E means get in early, Stay lale and
keep the Army's decIsion makers up-to-date.
Whal brought aboul this dramatiC change
in OTEAs direction' The d1ange in orientation from operational tester 10 the Armys
continuous, comprehensive evaluator, and
the genes is of the C 2 Econcept, resulted from
three major, calalytic occurrences during calendar year 1983. (n February 1983, the deputy
under secretary of the Army for operations
re earch conveyed 10 the OTEA commander
thaI the Army Systems Acquisition Review
Council (ASARC) principals were dissmisfied
with the scope of evaluations proVided at
milestone decIsion reviews. The essence of
their criticIsm was thar operational testing
and evaluation, as practiced, was· "100 late,
too early and too narrow." At first glance their
complaints appeared as a contradiction in
terms until one understands the core issues
being surfaced.
Historically, operational testing and evaluation did not play a significam role in the
materiel acquisition process until full-sc-"le
development because of the frequent omission of early operational testing (OT I) in
acquisition strategies. Therefore OT U, more
often than not, constituted the fir t time a
system was subjected to the rigors ofan operational test environment and served as the
primary data source for information regarding a systems operational utility. Testing of a
few prototypes just before the production
decIsion is "too late," becau e the materiel
developers response time to correct system
defidences found in operational testing is
almost non-existent. ince hardware design,
contractual and production parameters are
normally frozen at this stage of development,
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changes cause severe dollar and schedule
impaCtS.
OTEA tested "too early," in that hardware
available for operational testing was rarely
configured to the final production specifications. Finally, system evaluations were "tOO
narrow," in that the evaluation repon was
limited to the results of a single major test,
and frequently only addressed whether the
system "passed or failed" in attaining its reqUired operational capabilities.
The second major force in forging the C2 E
concept was an expansion of the OTEA mission. During tl1e summer of 1983, the Army
vice cl1ief of taff directed OTEA to track the
correction of major systems deficiencies
found in te ting, reporting the progres made
in their resolution. Shortly thereafter, the under secretary of the Army further expanded
the agency charter by directing that OTEA
evaluate the system throughout its acquisition cycle, from concept definition through
fielding. Both expansions in mission supponed the emerging 3\V3reness in the Army
that a continuou evaluation process is inherently better than one oriented to major decision mileslones.
A thJrd stin1Ulus was provided by the U.S.
General Accounting Offices (GAO) publication in the faJ 1 of 1983 of their draft investigative report, ''The Army Needs More Comprehensive Evaluations to Make Use of Its
Weapon System Testing." Their findings correlated with the issues identified earlier by
the ASARC. The GAO conduded that many
Army organiza.tions contributed, to the preparation of evaluations but the results read1ing
acquisition offiCials decision point~ were
ofren fragmemed. Seldom did the e\"aluations adequarely inlerpret the rest findings in
terms ofpotential operational consequences.
Evaluations needed to be broadened and integrated to provide a more meaningful and
coherent pictUre of a systems development
progress and potential operalional effectiveness. The GAO also recommended that
one principal evaluation agency be designated, with access to all the information generated by other agencies, to interpret and
integrate ir into one comprehensive
evaluation.
These three events not only provided the
incentive but supponed the initiation of an
internal review, by OTEA, of its traditional
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modus operandi. The agencys self evaluation
indicated that when OTEA was organized in
1972, i.t had in fact, organized and focused its
resources and anention on testing, and by
default the evaluation process became a residual product of a well planned and executed field test
1b execute this new role, OTEA needs to
"get in early" in the development process
while opportunities for change exisl. At this
time, acquisition strategies are still fluid and
necessary system and hardware changes can
be accommodaled with reasonable cosr or
schedule impacts. OTEA wil.l "stay later"
through deployment, validating corrections
of system shoncomings, training, manuals,
test equipment and user acceptability. This
increased involvement will contribute to
more meaningful evaluations that capilalize
on and integrate data from all available
sources, and satisfy the needs of OTEAs princIpal cu tomer, the decision maker.
Finally, the "final exam, pass-fail" reponing
approach has been replaced by a series of
evaluative updates providing decision
makers and the acquisition community with
"real time" assessments of a programs status.
These interim reports, as well as evaluations
rendered at major decision points, will include risk assessments that address "so whal"
questions with analysis, projections and conclu ions of how prograD1 variables will impact a systems operational utility. As the GAO
slared, "comprehensive risk assessments
should consider the acquisi.tion cost, schedule and technical uncertainties in development plus the cost of delay, the military
urgency, and the consequences of adopting
alternative courses of action. An analysis of
the consequences should include the added
operating and support costs and decreased
military utility which could result from fielding the system with deficiencies."
The agencys self evaluation defined the
core elements of a continuous e\"aluation
process for operational testing and evaluation. As indicated in Figure 1, OTEAS evaluation activities wil1 beginat conceptdefinition,
be broader in scope and include interaction
with all the players in the development of a
system.
Continuous evaluation employs a broad
analytic approach to the evaluation of developmental systems extending from earliest
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concept formulation through initial fielding.
The OTEA evaluaror will give an assessment
f the systems StatuS in development at any
time and report Significant status changes
based on best evidence to date, as opposed to
the former "final exam" approach. This process will eliminate the current fragmentation
ofeffons which frequently occurs in the evaluation and analysis community, by consolidating all available data sources and inputs.
The evaluator will integrate requirement
analyses, studies, tactical and logistical modding, urrogate and mock-up testing, development testing, operational testing, force
development te ting and experimentation
and post-lidding surveys into a continuing,
comprehensive evaluation.
As C2E is implemented, the acquisition
community will note several constructive
changes in the operational evaluators role
and activitie in each phase of the life cycle
management model.
During concept exploration, emphasis will
be placed on early "harmonization and consolidation" of system technical and operational issues whicll contribute to the preparation of a broader set of dedsion maker issues.
111is set will define, at program initiation, the
dedsion makers maJor concerns that must be
addressed during system development.
Upon approval of the ded ion maker issues, the operational evaluator initiates planning for C2 E, identifying critical data sources
and activities necessary in accomplishing an
"issue based" rather than "calendar based"
evaluation. The blueprint for me effort is the
Test, Evaluation, Analysis and Modeling
(TEAM) Plan, prepared and approved by
OTE"- The TEAM Plan identifies the data
sources to be utilized in the evaluation pro-cess, outlines the evaluation strategy,
provides the schedule of C2 E events, and

contain the coordinated suppon agreements between OTEA and other commands,
agencies or C2E partidpants. [t serves as the
independent evaluators "road map" in executing his comprehensive evaluation.
Complete and detailed front end analysis
dUring concept exploration is an effective
means of reducing risk and development
time. Therefore, increased use of urrogate
testing is seen as an important element in the
early evaluation of systems concepts. Such
evaluations are useful in relining hatdware
requirements and solidifying operational
docrrine before entry into the subsequent
phases of developmenL
Once systems transition into demonstration and validation, OTEAs involvement will
intensify, guided by the TEAM Plan. [n the
past, the agencys earlie t f, rmal involvement
did not occur until JUSt prior to the milestone
) decision, if an OT 1 was conducted. Under
the C2 E concept, OTEA will initiate a "contin·
uum of evaluaLions" that will monitor progression of system through deployment.
The independent evaluators will engage in a
continuous discourse with the materiel developer, user representatives and decision
maker. Those interactions will be characterized by frequent exchanges of information
and status updates based on the best data
available. The repons, while continuing to
utilize operational testing r ults, will be augmented by the added dimensions of modeling, and other test and evaluation effons.
The user software review is a new initiative
that is not intended to duplicate the materiel
developer' software validation and verilication process. User reviews are envisioned as
an analysis of how well the embedded software actually accomplishes its intended operational functiOns. Mock-up testing and oper·

enhancements.

HOW CONTINUOUS
COMPREHENSIVE EVALUATION
DIFFERS

•

BEGINS EARLIER, ENDS LATER

•

BROADER
• EXPANDED DATA SOURCES
(MODELS/SIMULATION, CONTRACTOR/GOV TESTING,
OPERATOR TRIALS, SAMPLE DATA COLLECTION)

In March 1984. the Department ofme Arml'
formally designated OTEA as the lead organi·
zation in implementing the Armys Continuous Evaluation Pilot Program. The agency
was taSked to maintain management overview of the pilot program, coordinate its execution, and provide pertinent information
regarding program status to I-1QDA. Five systems were originally nomin;tted and approved for cOl1linuous evaluation under this
program, but as can be seen from Figure 2,
ti,e number has increased to 20 witil another
17 systems under a limited form of COntinuous evaluation.
The agency reorganized in April 1984 to
align per onnel re ource with the expanded
evaluation mission. The principal benelit of
this realignment was an increase in OTEAs
evaluation staff from approxilrullely 20 to 100
evaluators.

• PROVIOES TRENDS, PROJECTIONS, AND IMPACTS
•

MORE FREUUENT REPORTING
• CONTINUOUS DIALOGUE WITH DEVELOPER
• PERIODIC REPORTS TO DECISION MAKER
• SUMMARY REPORTS TO MILESTDNE REVIEW BODIES
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ator trials are expected to gain prominence
during this phase as a technique in the early
identification of man-machine interface
problems.
The active participation of OTEA with the
development community during the firSt two
stages ofdevelopment will enhance information sharing, proVide early identification of
problem areas and fuciJitate timely corrective
actions. Given thi environment, full-scale
development should progress smoothly,
providing opponunities for refinements in
concepts, hardware configuration, training
and logi tical upport. OTM will continue its
close involvement with the systems development, providing interim evaluations and updates in preparation for the Mile tone m ys.
tems Acquisition Review Council.
Congress, by Public Law 98-94, require
that major defense acquisition programs will
undergo "adequate operational testing and
evaluation" prior to full-scale production decisions. It is antiCipated that most major program will undergo a low-rate initial production phase requiring a major follow-on test
and evaluation to confirm operational suitability of production hardware. C2 E will be
an important process in the timely submission of the Armys evaluation to the director
of operational test and evaluation, who recommends to the Congress the system readine for full production.
After deploj'ment, OTEA, under C2E, will
continue to track the assimilation of the systems in me force struerure by partidpating in
field data collection. This initiative is the user
equivalent of AMC' Sample Data Collection
Program. While AMC collectS reliability and
maintainabilitl' data, OTEA and TRADOC will
concentrate on the operational utility of the
system, i.e., measures such as probabilitl' of
hit aeruaUy achieved in field trials by using
units. This information, coupled with reliability and maintainability data, will enable
OTEA to track correction of deliciencies, and
provide useful data for doctrinal and training

Figure 1.

C2 E is an emlutionary concept. The process is still in its infancy in regards to implementing policies, methodologies. and pro--
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and School, the AHJP PMs Office, the Combat
Developments Experimentation Command,
the Chemical R&D Center and Bell Helicopter of Fon Worth, IX. This effort validated
C2E as the iflStrumentfor promoting productive community involvement, bringing necessary expertise together in assessing and
resolving SYSlem problems prior to production commitment.
An important element of the C2E proces
is the Data Analysis Group, pioneered during
the Patriot follow-on Evaluation III. rr has
significantly improved the operational test
process. The analysis group is a team of experts with a broad spectrum of technical disciplines assembled for the purpose of assiSting in the derail design of the test, as well as
dara reduction and analysi ofte t results. The
prindpal product of their efforts j a ingle,
high fidelity data base that accurately refleas
how a candidate sy tem performed during
testing.

SYSTEMS CURRENTLY IN C2E
FULL e2E

LIMITED C2E

TEAM PLAN AND CONTINUOUS
EVALUATION REPORTING

HAM PLAN AND/OR CONTINUOUS
REPORTING FOR SEtECTEO SYSTEMS

1 AAWS
2 AOEWS
3 AHIP
4 HIP
5 JSTARS
6 JTACMS
7LHX
B MLRS
9 MSE
10 PATRIOT P31
11 PJH
12 RPV
13 SCOTI-MILSTAR
14 SGT YORK
SIGMA STAR

21 ACE
22 BFV
230GM
24 HMMWV
25 1-5/ A AMPE
26 Lt19
27 LIGHTWEIGHT TACFIRE
28 M1Al
29 MTCC
30 NAVSTAR
31 PERSHING"
32 RECS
33 STINGER RMP
34 STINGRAY
35 TC3
36 WIS
37 XM40

15 AFATOS
16 ASAS
17 OAS3
18 MCS
19 SHORAO C2
20 SINCGARS
IN ADDITION. OTEA IS MONITORING APPROXIMATELY 30 OTHER SYSTEMS. SOME Of WHICH
WILL 8ECOME APPROPRIATE FOR C2E

cedures. Significant effOrt is being direCled at
dclinitizing tile "nuts and bolts" of this process. The major task before OTEA i the development of an execution strategy which
addre es Cl Ere ource requiremenL~,multiple-input data management procedures,
compatible evaluation technologic and, of
greatest importance, the formation of cooperative partnership wirhin the acquisition
community to support C2 E efforts.
Our initial experience in the application of

this concept has already produced tangible
benefits. CZE has definitely Improved our
daily working relationship \ ith AMC and
TI~OC by promoting a free flow of open,
frank information. The pel'cepti n that testers/evaluator are adversarie of the developers, frustrating the development process, is eroding. C2 E in ne\ program tarts i
proving to be a major tool to identify opportunities to improve overall test management,
upponing AMCs initiative to streamline the
acquisWon process. The TeSt, Evaluation,
Anal)' is and Modeling Plan, a key component
of CZ E, has prompted up from coordination
and planning. This effort in the early stages of
progr'dm dC\'elopment erve to ynchron ize
critical events and in ure the availability of
required Information, for major declsioru.
C2 E, as the integrating force in test and evaluatiOn, minimizes costly duplication and optimizes productivitjl OTEA has shown thaI
early involvement by the operational evaluator, as with the Light Helicopter Family
(U-IX), Advanced Field Artillerv Tactical Data
System (AFATDS), Single Channel Ground
and Airborne Radio ubsy, tern (SINCGARS),
10

Figure 2.

and Patriot Pre-planned Product Improvement, can serve as a catalyst in promoting
accelerated sy tem development.
-nlC irnplemenration of CZ E on ystern
well along in the materiel acquisition cycle
ha proven beneficial. OTEA conducted a
user demonstration of lhe Army Helicopter
Improvement Program (Al-UP) hot mock-up
in tile contractor facility. These trials examined tile capability of cre\\' members to perform cockpit activities/tasks necessary

(0

check, power lip and operate aircraft and
mission systems while wearing Mission Oriented PrOtective Posture (MOPP) N en embles and night vision goggles. Information
gained on the difficulties crewmen experienced assiSted in the planning and design for
aT II, and ....~i ed i ues \vithin the community that required additional attention. This
demonstration was a tOlal c mmunity effort
condllcted with assistance from the Human
Enginccring Laboratory, tI,C Aviation Center

The Data Analysis Group process, employed during recem Patriot, GT York, and
AHlP testing, was a significant factor in the
timely, orderly analysis of the vast quantity of
dara generated daily dllring these tests. OTEA
was not only able to provide daily statu reports but wa able to ubmit comprehenive evaLuations to the ASARC for PatriOI and
DNAD Within weeks oftest completion, a fir·t.
for the agency This forum also provides onite, in-depth analysis of system anomalie
experienced during testing, and has contributed to initiation of orrective action by th
responsible agencies within a day of its occurrence. lhe analySiS group success has lead to
OrEAs adoption of this technique for all
complex, high technology operational tests.
The u cessofC 2 Ei dependemuponthe
cooperative efforts of the entire acquisition
community Operating as a team, the conduct
of reliable and affordabLe te t and ev-~luatioflS
which minimiZe costly sllrpri,
late in the
development proce and atisfying the acquisition decision makers information
needs, are acl1iev-~ble objectives when employing the eliE process.
MG William G. Thttle Jr., commander
OTEA, has tated, "C2 E is nOt a panacea; It is
an innovative departure from t.radit.ional tesl
and evaluation methods which will contribute to successful fielding of operationally
effective and suitable materiel."
l

LTC CHARLES J BORNS is a policy officerfor the
U. . Army Operational Test and Evaluation AgengJ. He is a 1967 University of Dayton graduate,
holds an MBA, completed the Command and General Staff College and attended the Defense 0'stems Management College. LTC Borns has been
actively involved in Anny test and evaluation,
both development and operational since 1978.
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Atlanta XI Conferees Address Major Issues
Lively, candid and spirited are appropriate
term to describe discussions during the U. .
Army Materiel Commands Atlanta XI Executive eminar, March 12-13, in Atlanta, GA.
The theme was "Redoubling the Effon-A
New Look at the Future."
Attended by more than 200 senior Army
and industry executives, the meeting featured formal addresses and special panel presentations which were designed to provoke
full and candid dialogue among all conferees.
The basic purpo e of the Atlanta conference series has been to develop a better
understanding between the Army Materiel
Command and its industrial contractors regarding the acquisition of quality weapon
systems and components. The specific objective ofAtlanta XI was to continue the dialogue
on the programs, policies and procedures
that impact upon busine s relations and develop more confidence in the eyes of the
Congre and the public.
CO-chairmen of the seminar were Roben
0. Black, principal assistant deputy for research, development and acquisition, HQ
AMC, and Roben L. Kirk, pre ident and chief
executive officer, LTV Aerospace and Defense
CO. Kirk called the meeting to order, commenting that the Atlanta conference is widel)'
recognized as the premier event of its kind.
He called for full participation by the
attendees.
Former AMC Commander GEN Henry A.
MileyJr. ( .S. A.rmy Ret), now president ofthe
American Defense Preparedness Association
(AOPA), welcomed the conferees and noted
that tile original objective ofthe Atlanta meetings when they were established in 197 was
to improve communications between AMC
and industry This objective, he said, has
really not changed. The AOPA assists in administrative derails for the Atlanta meetings.
AMC Commander GE Richard /-I.
TIl0mpson opened me formal presentations
with a keynote address highlighting the
theme of" In search of Excellence." He chose
this as the theme for his presentation for
three reasons. First, he wanted to assure that
the AMC and industry team continues to
provide the best support pOSSible to our
Army of excellence. Secondly, he thought it
might be interesting to analyze the Army/
lndu try partnership against criteria in the
Peter~ and 'w.lterman book of the arne title.
Finally, he felt the theme was compatible with
the overall conference theme.
GEN TIlompson directed a ponion of his
address to some of the initiatives undertaken
10 enhance AMClindustry relationships and
what AMC expects from its contractors. /-Ie
noted that last year he held four "Contractor
Day" meetings with the senior leaders ofhoth
large and mall businesses. The purpose was
10 focus on mutual problems and foster improved relations.
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Another initiative was the recent establishment of an AMC ombudsman position on his
taff with authority to speak and act on his
behalf. The mission of the ombudsman is to
improve the command' operating efficiency
and readiness and to strengthen communications dlannels with industry.
GE Thompson stated that there must be
stricter compliance with technical and
qualilV requirements that comprise the governments minimum needs, and that AMC
contracting officers must be less tolerant of
delinquent deliveries, unjustified cost increases and defective material. He added that
future AMC decision, based on smart business practiCes, wiJI nOt only benefit the Army,
but also indu try.
GEN Thompson conduded by emphasiZing that we must never forget that our reason
for being is to support the soldier.

User's Perspective
LTG Carl E. Vuono, depury commander of
me U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC), followed General
Thompson with a briefing on 'The User~ Perspective." LTG Vuono began by staling that
TRADOC is tile Army~ agent for developing
user requirements. He noted that TRADOC
determines needs by conducting an in-depLl1
analysis of the entire battlefield, by analyzing
me worldwide threat, and by studying available technology. The capstone of all ofthis, he
said, is me Mission Area Analysis.
Vuono appealed to industry 10 offer their
insights and tell the A.rmy what things are not
clear, particularly when applied to mission
areas. When industry see me total picture
they are better able to see what probJems
exist, he aid.
Spedfic areas where industry can help the
Army, according to Vuono, are in helping
guide technology in basic and applied research, in identifying technology which may
be ready for production, and in Identifying
teclmologies whidl offer me greatest payoff.
Vuono also discussed various acquisition approaches, such as product improvement programs, nondevelopment items, and full development. Regardless of which approach is
taken, he added, we want industry 10 offer its
best ideas and its best price. He stressed that
the Army is committed to fielding a complete
package.
Some of me considerations in total system
fielding, said LTG Vuono, are the man-machine interface, incorporation of training devices early in the process, and consideration
of logistics in the development process. In
summary, LTG Vuono Stated that the user,
AMC, and industry must work together 10
field a total system and must be committed to
doing business cheaper, faster, and with a
better result

The next peaker at the podium, Roben
Black, provided an update and progress report on last year' Atlanta X meeting. I Ie prefaced his remarks by stating that the Atlanta
meetings provide a unique opportunity for
industry andA.rmy executives to put issues on
the table, hash them out, and come to a meeting of the minds on how to best proceed. He
emphasized that good ideas conceived during the Atlanta seminars should not be
trapped in a report but should be executed.
Black then discussed some of the actions
taken or planned in response to recommendati n from last year~ four Atlanta panels.
One of the recommendations of the panel on
"In titutional Constraints to Business" was
that the Army improve its communications
with Congres . In response to this, Black said
during the past year a great deal has been
accomplished, such as GEN Thompsons visits 10 key members and slaffers of me I-louse
and Senate, and visits by Other Generals wltll
members and staffers to "drive home key
points on a variety of programs." Additional
actions in response to Other recommendations by this panel included creation of review boards to take an executive look at requirements and better identification of me
kinds of data really needed for successful
progranl management
In response to recommendations of last
year~ panel on "Pre-Award Institutional Responsibilities," actions have been taken to
provide more open and informative communications between the Army and industry
and actions have been taken to better support
nondevelopment item (NDl) approaches.
In order to imprm'e communications with
industry, Black nOted mat advanced planning
briefings have been empha ized, and
"Contractor Day" conferences were initiated
One ofthe actions related to NDI, he said, was
mat me merhodology for conducting market
investigation has been refined in the 1984
"NDI Handbook."
Among the actions taken in re ponse to the
panel on "Post-Award Institutional Responsibilitie ", Black outlined the following:
• Changes to "Army Regulation 70-1" have
been submilled so thatlnItlaJ operatIonal capabilities won't be set until the acquisition
strategy is fully staffed.
• Collection of contractor performance
information has been improved.
• Improvements are being made In dealing with engineering change proposals.
• AMC has standardized implementation
of warranties to reduce the burden on soldiers in the field.
Black conduded with a discussion of actions in response to recommendations from
last years panel entitled "Old Techniques,
New Ideas- uggestions for Change." He began by describing some of the actions that
have been taken to tailor me weapon system
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MG Arthllr Holmes dIscusses Improvements In the deployment process.

acquiSition process, induding the four-year
development cycle. aid he: "A great deaL of
thought has gone imo how we can make this
happen." He al 0 noted that in June of last
year,AMC published a guide for management
and application of preplanned product
improvement.
During the past year, AMC also worked
bard at making itS R&D activities technological cemers of excellence, Black said.
He specifically mendoned instirution of an
initiative called the AMC laboratory improvemem program.
Other efforts that he addressed included
independent R&D programs, NDI, friendly
foreign products and innovations and establishment of industry liaison offices as focal
points for industry access to operational and
organizational plans. Black closed his remarks by assuring the conferees that he
would Vigorously pursue the recommendations resulting from tllis years Atlanta Xl
deliberations.
'The Legislative Pressures" was the subject
of the first of four panels at this years Atlanta
seminar. Co-chairmen of this panel were
William Paul, president, Sikorsky Aircraft,
Unired Technologies Corp., and MG David W
Stallings, AMC deputy chief of staff for procurement and production. Other panelists
were Stanley Kimmitt, assistant to the president for government affairs, Hughes Helicopters;). Kenneth Driessen, vice pre idem,
Shipboard Surface and Air Systems, IBM
Corp.; Dennis R Brown, group executive, lIT
Defense Group; MG Carl McNair Jr, deputy
cbief of staff, combat developments,
TRADOC; MG Orlando GonzaLes, commanding general, U.S. Army Aviation Systems Command; and Burton BLair, command counsel,
HQ AMG
During the past year, several pieces of legislation were signed into la.w.1Wo of the most
significant of these were the Defense Procurement Reform Act of 1984 and the Small
Business Federal Procuremem Competition
Enhancement Act of 1984.
William Paul presented an industry perspective on some of tI,is recent legislation.
He Stated that some of the key issues as seen
by Congress are over specification, out of
control overhead costs, high prices for small
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quantity ordering, and price inlpacts of ole
source contracts. He noted that industrys
challenge is to recapture tbe confidence of
DOD, ti,e legislative branch, and ti,e general
public. He added that "horror" stories must
be mininlized and industry must work with
Congress to achieve mutual legislative
acceptance.
An Army viewpoint on me legislative issue
was provided by MG Stallings who remarked
that there is a lot of over ight of what those in
the defen e community are doing. Specific
topics he addressed included free and open
and competition, testing and qualification of
new sources, increased costs for tecllnical
data rights, evaluation of economic production quantities, warranties, and manges to
regulatory systems. He stated mat other areas
that could be targeted for legislation are multiyear procurement, specifications and standards, activities of the inspeCtOr general, and
product assurance.
Omer topics of the legislation panel included a discussion of proprietary and technical data righ by Burton Blair, a briefing on
warranties and guarantees by MG McNair, an
address on the inlpact of new legislation on
small and disadvamaged businesses by
Delll1is Brown, and the competitive strategy
being used on me Armys LHX Engine Program by MG Gonzales. Gonzales emphasized
tilat competition i me center and me focal
point of the LHX Engine Program. Said
Gonzales: "We are requiring competition for
all components and parts of the LHX 1'800
Engine Program."
Questions submitted to me panel following their presentations covered ti,e subjectS
of equipment quality, regulation of the defense industry, and how to provide incentives
for soldiers to encourage better maintenance
of their equ ipment.

Luncheon Address
Candid and traight-to-the-point remarks
related to the acquisition prace and ti,e
credibility of the defense community were
proVided by Under Secretary of the Army
James R Ambrose duringa Luncheon addre .
Ambrose began by srating thaI olutions to
problems often take time and that improvements don't occur a a result of one admini trations efforts. Institutionalizing changes
and persistence, he said, are the things that
yield results. He added that, despite criticisms, the Army and indu try have done a
good job in many areas.
In a more critical vein,Ambrose said that in
trying to correct defidencie , we too often
treat symptoms. Also, he noted, ti,e cost of
systems are driven up because of delays
caused by continuaUy redefining the threat
after a requirements document is written.
This, he said, needs to be toned down. He
added that "we must move away from idealistic, technology-d.riven requirements."
Ambrose emphasized throughout his address thar everyone would be berrer off jf the
acquisirion process was speeded up. He applauded GEN Thompsons efforts to have a
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four-year development process and noted
the Armys intent to field entire units at one
time. Ambrose dosed by saying that credibilitywith Congress mn be restOred by moving faster on programs. He noted al 0 that the
Army can how the taxpayer that money is
being wisely spent.
The second Atlanta XI panel session, entitled "Building on uccesS---Program trucrure:' was convened follOWing the Luncheon.
The cO-chaJrmen were Merle L. Engle, president, Electronic and Space Division, Emerson ElectriC Corp., and LTG Robert L. Moore,
AMC deputy commanding general for research, developm nt and acquisition. The remaining panel members were William ].
Crawford Ill, vice president and general manager, Engineering Projects Division, General
Electric, Co.; Robert R. Mockenhaupt, vice
president, Honeywell, Inc.; MG John W Foss,
rommanding general, U.S. Army Infanrry
Center and School; Theodore Pfeiffer, technical direcror, Army Communications and
Electronics Command; and Darold Griffin,
assistant deputy chief of staff for development, engineering and acquisition, HQ, AMG.
Engle, in presenting an industry viewpoint,
said that some of the mallenges for industry
are to help the services develop realistic
speCifications, to submit responsible proposals, to report problems early, and to accept responsibil ity.
LTG Moore, who prOvided the Army viewpoint, discussed those elements which contribute to successful acquisitiOn programs.
He began witll a defin ition of success. Said
Moore: "Simply stated, I think a successfuL
program is one Ihat, within rea onable
bounds, meets its cost, schedule, and performance goals and is accepted by the soldier in
the field as a genuine improvement in helping hinl get his job done."
Moore specifically noted the follOWing
"rules of engagement" for ucce sful
programs:
• Define the program, get commitments
and constantly "sell" the progmm. (Moore
said the MLRS and Black Hawk programs are
good exanlples where this rule was applied.)
• firm up the acquisition strategy and
plan for deviations whim may occur.
• Early on, think through and lock in the
logistic support package.

Robert Black provides a progress report
on Atlanta X actions.
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• Army/industry teamwork is a key to
success.
The third Atlanta Xl panel, titled "Building
on Success-Materiel Readiness," addressed
those factors which, according to this panel,
have improved materiel readiness. Cochairmen were Billie Smith, executive vice
president and general manager, Vought Missiles andAdvanced Programs, L1V Aerospace,
and Defense Co.; and MG Anhur Holmes,
Jr.,commanding general, U.S. Army'!3nk-Automotive Command. The panel was comprised of Richard Webster, director of logistics planning, Westinghouse Electric Corp.;
Grant Dove, executive vice president, Texas
Instruments, Inc.; LTG Donald Babers, director, Defense Logistics Agency; David Mills,
assisl3l1t deputy chiefof staff for supply, maintenance, and transportation, HQ, AMC; and
Edwin Greiner, AMC assisl3l1t deputy for materiel readiness.
Billie Smith, the industry speaker, cUscussed the current posture ofArmy reacUness
and some of the factors that enhance system
maturity at the point of system release. He
emphasized that materiel readiness is the
bottom-line ofwhy we are all In business, it is
our final report card, he said.
Some of the areas Smith discussed which
contributed to recent successes were the improved architecture of development and operational testS, better follow-on evaluations,
maximum involvement in DT/OT by JLS and
spedalty engineering personnel and NOI.
MG Holmes followed mith with a discussion of the faerors which the panel felt ha,'e
improved the deployment process and the
improvements that have been or can be made
in the logistics support of fielded equipment.
Some of the faerors he described \IS improving deployment are total package/unit materiel fielding, and contractor participation
with fielding teams.
The final day of the Atlanta Xl seminar
opened with a breakfast address by Assisl3l1t
Secretary of the Army for RD&A Dr. Jay R.
SCulley. He noted that during the past four
years the Army and its contractors have
achieved ignificant results under a national
program which has changed social, economic and military thought He dted a number of
areas where the Army has instituted imporl3l1t management reforms.
SCulley added that despite reforms and improvements, there is still a great deal of critidsm of defense, the Army and the defense
industry. The Army, said Sculley, has been
charged by its leaders to approach everything
it does with a spirit of correctness. He also
challenged indUStry to assure that dedsions
and actions on public contraas are "right and
proper."
He concluded by calling on both industry
and the Army to do a bener job in the areas of
planning, quality and productivity and indicated that his office would become more and
more involved in these areas to assure that
they are improved.
The last of this years four Atlanta panels
addressed a topic which was termed by conMay-June 1985

ference cO<halrman Robert Kirk as perhaps
one ofthe most imeresting--"Slructuring the
Contract." The indUStry viewpoint was presented by panel co-chairman Ralph E. Hawes
Jr., vice president and general manager,
Pomona Division, General Dynamics Corp.
He noted that the contract is the basic instrument which describes what will be done between the government and industry. He emphasized the need to go "back to basics."
The basics necessary for successful programs are a mutual resolve 10 act in the best
interest ofthe program; a return to realism in
schedule, COSt, and performance; using the
contract to motivate not punish the contractor; and making contraas flexible so the
PM knows what his tradeoffs are.
Panel co-chairman BG Michael Pepe, deputy commanding general of the Army Aviation
Systems Command, followed Hawes with the
Army viewpoint He agreed with the need to
return to basics and described some contract
structure changes. He concluded that
changes in the structure of contraas will ultimately result in a bener readines posture,
improve credibility and provide a better capability to prOtect our national heritage. He
stressed that the contract is the bridge to our
strength and our future, but that the contract
is only as good as the parties to it.
Other members of the COntract panel were
Winston Hickman, vice president and comptroller, Defense Electronics Operation ,
Rockwell International Corp.; H.L. Libby,
chairman of the board and president, Libby
Corp.; Charles R Rudning, senior vice president of programs, Bell Helicopter, Te,,1:ron;
MG John S. ero bl\ commanding general,
Army Field Artillery Center/commandant,
Field Artillery School;Jarnes Hall, deputy for
acquisition, Office of the Assisl3l1t Secretarv
of the Army (RD&A), and Bruce King, assLSl3l1t deputy chiefof staff for procurement and
production, HQ AMC.
One of the questions submitted to the contract panel. but which was answered by LTG
Moore, was; What innovative type contraas
are now being used by Army? LTG Moore
responded that innovative approaches are
being used with the LHX program (the LHX
engine RFP is a good example) and with the
recent procurement package for night vision
goggles.

Summaries
The concluding ses ion of Atlanta Xl was
devoted to summaries, observations and
closing remarks by Roben Kirk, Dr. Sculley,
LTG Vuono, and GEN Thompson.
Kirk, in his summation, stated that he believes there is a strong need to concentrate
more on the entire acquisition cycle, from
start to finish. In reflecting on the conference,
he nOted a recurring call by many speakers 10
improve the requirements process. Said Kirk:
"1 think the requirementS process needs as
much attention as the development process."
Relative to warranties, Kirk indicated that
AMCs approach to them seems to be good.
However, he added that we must not forget

that warranties cost money. Another area he
touched on in his summary was increased
competition. Kirk stated that the current
thrust toward increased competition is good,
but that flexibility must be applied when addressing this. He closed by recommending
that next year's Atlanta conferees should evaluate how various programs lived up to LTG
Moores "rules of engagement."
ASA (RDA) SCulley srressed in his summary
that four years ago there was a great deal of
criticism of the defense community regarding COSt gro",w of programs. He noted that
much of the critidsm today is nOt about COSt
growth because some good progress has
been made in this area. Other key comments
made by Sculley in his summary were;
• MOSt of us are more comfortable in today's materiel acquisition environment
• Fielding of complete systems is a step in
the right direction.
• As a result of past efforts, we have improved the lot of the materiel developer in
uniform.
• Good contracting is a must
• There is a great deal we mUSt do inhouse to improve the requiremen15 process.
LTG Vuono emphasized in his concluding
remarks that a number of "good things" are
currently in progress as a result of the AMCI
TRADOC learn efforts. He calJed for a continuation of dialogue between the Army and
industry in order for the Army to gain a greater awareness of what industry i doing and
what good ideas they may have. JIe also appealed to industry to provide any uggestions
which may be of value to the Army in dealing
with constrained resources. He termed the
requirement to provide supplies and spare
parts "very important." Vuono also reiterated
the importance of man-machine interface,
the need for trainable systems with proper
simulations, minimizing of force structure
impaas, and logistical support requirements.
He dosed by e."q)ressing appreciation for industry's level of commitment to the defense
effort
LTG Thompson, in his ummary remarks,
described this year's Atlanta panels as "excellent" and "first class." He also announced that
during the past few weeks he prepared an
AMC "State of the Union," which is now
available.
Thompson emphasized that the Army
needs to do a better job of informing industry
about what the Army is doing. Integrated logistics support, he said, is a good example.
Additionally, he stated that he is concerned
about requirements stability, and the imentions of Congress.
He solicited any suggestion the conferees
might have with regard to the format of the
Atlanta conferences and indicated that he intends to review the recommendations from
the preceding 10 Atlanta meetings in order to
evaluate how well AMC did in implementing
suggestions resulting from those gatherings.
Atlanta XI was adjourned with general
agreement that the meeting had provided a
very productive e.xchange of views.
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Army Research and Technology
Mr. Chairman and members of the
comminee.l appreciate tilis opportunity
to discuss briefly wim you me Army
Re earch and Technology Program.
Thanks to your upport, FY84 and 85
have been enormously productive. I believe me Army i providing clear centralized management under me leader hip of As istant ecretar. of m Army
(RD&A) Dr. Jay R. Sculley and Arm Deputv Chief of Staff for RD&A LTG Lou is C.
Wagner Jr., along wirh a well defined set
of Army need which have been tran ferred imo a focused re earch and technology program.
There are 34 separarely identified
Army laboratorie plus a number of additional field locations throughout rhe
United tates. W onduct four dasse of
research and devel pment, induding
combat materiel such as gun ,tanks and
ammunition; military medical research
for protection again t wounds, chemical
and biological agents; combat engineering rechnology; and behavioral and
motivational researcll.
Most ofour laboratories cover me full
speCtrum of activirie I rarting with theoretical analyses and bench research;
then focusing on useful technology
products for the Army; aggregating those
into ets of rechnologie for emerging
Army systems; and upporting both the
Armys materiel acquisition and operat-

ing and support functions. We have no
ivory tower .
Our scienti ts and engineers pend
time in the field. We have placed key
technologists ar major operational commands. Our program is developed and
prioritized with a keen awareness of
Arm)' operational goals and current materiel deficiendes.
1would like next to describe, in a little
bir more derail, each ofthecategori of
me Armyi'; technology base.
Let me tan wirh Army-univer ity relations. everal years ago, the Army decided that we could gain more rerum on
our research investment if we esrabli hed fo used programs in area of
Army interesr, and attracted a marching
in\'estrnent and intere r from the academic communi!)! One e..xample is our
need for an analytica.l capabiliry to design rororcrafl. You may not be aware
mat until til is time, mere have been practically no adequately trained rotorcraft
engineer produced b)I this nations academic community. Thar has co r us dearly in terms of protracted development
cydes and costly de ign error on nearly
every olle of the helicopters designed to
dare. Recognizing this problem, the
Army ha e tablished three major cenrer of excellence to provide faculty,
graduate ClIrriculum and a ub. tamia.!
increase in me number of studem
trained to a level ofexpertise in this area.
This year' budget reque t indud san
expanded univer ity research initiative.
The Army propo es to apply the anle
management trategy and initiate cen-

The following testimony on the
Program was submitted earlier fh,
Committee by Director ofArmy R
Lewis II. It is carried here in a b

Photo to the right shows pinpoint
target Impact of a fiber optic
guided missile. The missile Is
barely visible just above the tank.

Army Research Directions
• Increased "University Research lnlUath,es'"
~

Focused On "Centefl 01 ERellenc'"
• Battlefield SuSbinment (toglstics)
• Soldier PerlOrlnACe Enhancement

Army Mnnctd Detelopmtnt Pro'fidH
The ComtrStDnes For Future SysteMS

• IlayI On "Army 21" And Mission Ale> Otfieltncles

• Increased Emphasis 0.:
· Biologlcai wartartl Defense
• LJndmine De:teet.lon & Countermeasures
• Imagl Processing & TaIget Detection
• AI For Training &SOldier PetIormanct

• Decreased Emphasis On:
• Cbtmical Agent TOliel1y & Response (bnslUoned To 6.2)
- Weapons Malerlals Research (Transitioned to 6.2)
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• Fiber Optic Guided Missile Oftets lDw Cost Pi.·P8int
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• • An Investment in Excellence
I\rmys Research and Technology
lear to the House Armed Services
rch and Technology Richard B.
rt~y edited form.at.

Photo to the left shows
the video scene
provided by the fiber
optic guided missile.

ters of excellence for logistics research
and development, applied mathematics,
and soldier performance enhancement.
We have also made orne deliberate
changes in our research program. Al the
same time, we have been able to lransition several large work units imo our
exploratory development arena. Our reearch program is focu ed, has a sen e of
where it is going and enjoy a high degree of Army leader hip interest and
involvement.
Let me switch now to exploratory development. Time will permil describing
only selected examples. For example,
the way we make turrets on armored
fighting vehicles like the Bradley involves the welding of many separate
plates of aluminum armor. That is the
best we could do with the tedll1ology
available at the time we initiated production. Borrowing from our aircraft research, we saw an opportunity to substitule non-melallic materials which can
reduce co t and weight, improve in-field
repairability, and provide additional attractive characteristics. This block of fiberglass is the thicke t composile armor
produced to date and it appears that it
will offer a 20 percent co t and weight
reduction for applications like a future
Bradley Fighting Vehicle.
One of the more costly components of
radar systems i the traveling wave tube.
111ese are large, complicated, expensive,
and less reliable than we might like. We
have been doing some important reearch in improving magnetic material
which has allowed us to reduce, by a
factOr of 10, the size of traveling wave

tubes while maintaining desired performance. I believe we will see these new
devices used in large quantitie within
the next two years.
We remain concerned over the potential u e of biological agents by our adversaries, and have been working hard to
develop rapid, reliable methods to detect their presence. A dip tick we have
developed positively identine sub-toxic
levels of T2 tOxin. This product is the
re ultofa major effort within the Army to
exploit biotechnology to solve critical
Army problems.
in summarizing the Army!; exploratory development program, I would again
emphasize that it is a directed program,
focused on producing technology products to olve Army needs.
[n the area of non- ystems advanced
development programs, one of our real
succe stories in FY84 was the demonstration of a fiber optic guided mi ile.
Low-cost ensors on the missile send signals back to an operator who provide
command and control back to the
missile.
Finally, as you know, the Army inducts
more than 200,000 soldiers every year
and needs to screen them to match
again t military operational skill that
the Army needs. The former paper and
pencil test took four hour per inductee.
U ing computer-adapted te ting an automated test has been developed and
lakes only about 20 minutes.

Armr Exploratory Development DI...Uons

Toxin Detection Immunochemlcal
Approach

• Focused On Technology Products foe' Ptacllul Demonstrations.
• Respon$ive To Army Mission Am Deficiencies.
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• Increased Emphasis On:
Biomedical Defense
Munttlons Lethality
AJr·Und Bame EllVironmenl

• Decreased EmphilSl. Oft:

Hlgb Energy La_
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Tandem Computers Inc. -

The following speech was initially delivered during the 14tb Army Science Conference at the u.s. Military Academy, WestPoint, NY. Publishedhere in an edited version,
il deals with one company'sperspective on employeeparticipation in the management
process. The author, James G. 7h!ybig, ispresident ofTandem Computers Inc., Cupertino, CA.

A New Role for
Employees and Managers
Values in America are changing as they
relate to what has been classically regarded as
the responsibility of a manager, and what has
been considered the responsibility of each
individual employee.
Manager will increasi ngly be called upon
to focus their erergies on the "people side"
of organization - and to facililate strategy,
communication, creativity, innovation, productivity, and quality. These laSks are timeconsuming because they are complex and
difficult, and require manager to have disposable time. If managers come to work on
Monday and their whole weeks schedule is
al ready filled up with meetings, they have no
disposable time to work on the more difficult
and more imporlant laSks.
The role of the individual, on the other
hand, is to self-manage. Individuals want respect, they want a chance to be heard, and
they want to develop, and to grow Given the
opporrunIty, indJvidual employees can fill the
gap left by managers moving out of classical
roles into more creative functions, bypicking
up new responsibilities.
The role of the corporation is to provide
opportunities for managers to take on new
responsibility and for all employees to become involved in the management process.
When attempting to involve employees in
the management process, executives must remember to focus their attention on goals
ruther than on the taetJcs utilized to accomplish these goals. This is not a Japanese concept, it is an American concept. It can be
illustrated by considering what is commonly
known as the "open door policy." The open
door is merely a tactic.
The goal, and I think people often forget
thIs, is to have managers who care about
people. Perhaps the most important thing I
will say today i that you must have managers
who care about people-that is the goal. If
your managers care about people, the door
wiU always be open.

Employee Participation and
the "Paperless Factory"
At Tandem, a philosophy of work has
evolved which is crucial to our development
of managers who care about people and employees who assume responsibility for the
16

suecess or failure of the company.
An illustration of the participation of employees in the management process is our
"paperless faCtory" in Austin, 1X Designed
by one of our employees, the paperless faCtory allows the computer to become a tool to
be used by the worker. It is not a tool to be
used by the manager to monitor or measure
the worker, but rather is a tool for the individual employee.
115 assembll' components are received by
the faCtory they are recorded on dle computer system. If a person assembles a group
of components that becomes a pan of a computer, that subassembly is also recorded with
the iodividual name on it; and he or she can,
via a tenminal, follow the subassembly as it
goes on through the rest of the factory and
leaves, in effect, with the assemblers name on
it The goal is for all individuals to assume the
responSibility for quality, and as a result of
this process, we have no separate quality assurance organization at Tandem. The standard for quality is set by the individuals in the
different departments themselves, and is
ploned and monitored by the computer.
This concept of "employee participation"
In the management process may be applied
to other siruations as well. We recently applied these prinCiples in our power supply
factory in San Francisco where we wanted to
improve a reliability factor called mean time
between failure. Before this concept was applied, a power supply failed every 1,300
hours. Once we instituted a program of employee participation and a paperless faCtory,
our reliability went up four times. This concept has also helped us to reduce unnecessary inventories. Employee participation reduced average work in process from 18
weeks to 2.6 weeks, resulting in a tremendous decrease in manufaCtUring overhead.
Acompany that has a creative management
team which involves employees in solving
problems and improving quality can make
powerful inroads. We really didn't know how
to do these sorts of things when we staned up
in I974--we were just four people lying
around on the floor trying to think of a name
for the company. We worked a long time to
develop a good business plan and somehow,
by competence or luck, we grew to the $100
million mark exaCtly according to our plan.
When we reached $100 million we began to
analyze whar we had done :right so that we
could plan ro go from $100 million to a
billion.

s
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One of the faCtors of our success in the
Slart-up phase turned out to be the faCt that
every employee knew where the company
was trying to go. With that in mind, we began
work on a five-year plan which would be
shared with every employee and his or her
spouse equivalent
Most companies develop a five-year plan
and then put it in a drawer somewhere. In our
industry, some companies admil to stealing
other companys five-year plans--so it turns
Out that the only people who know the fiveyear plan are management and the competition. It i far better, we believe, to hare it with
the employees.
It became immediately apparent that for
employees to undersland our five-year plan
they must first be laught how to read and
understand financial taternems. For intance, one chan in the business plan showed
that as a function of accounts receivables
management, inventory levels, and pretax
profit margins, Tandem would generate cash
in the range of anywhere from $8 million to
$74 million. It was important for all employees to undersland that chart because it,
to a large extent, determined stock price, and
every employee of Tandem is a shareholder.
Of course, in order for employee participation to be effeetive, a company must
have the right employees. For that reason, we
consider it crucial that every employee of
Thndem learn how to hire; because hiring is
an art. I still interview a number of pro pective employees every week. I do this not because I am making the hiring decisions myself, but because .I believe that managers
should have input from other employees that
will help them to make the right hiring decisions. Our goal is for every employee at Thndem, manager and non-manager alike, to be
skilled in the art of hiring.
Beyond sharing the busines plan with our
people, we strive to help every employee
understand the measures of success--from
innovation to asset management.
To accomplish the goal of maJtimum employee participation in the management process, we have developed a number of programs whIch provide the open environment
necessary for creative interaetJon.

TOPs
"An Infrastructure of Our Best"
One program that has become my favorite
is called TOPs. TOPs slands for Tandems Outslanding People, and it is a program of people-to-people communication. Every year,
seven percent of the people at Tandem
qualify for a TOP event, and they and their
spouses or spouse equivalents go on a company-sponsored trip together. As an example,
a TOPs group of 78 employees recently went
to the MardJ Gras in New Orleans.
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A Culture of Self Management
By James G. Treybig

The unique thing about thiS program is
that each TOPs event represents a true numerical cro section of Tandem, independent of a1ary or position. If 10 percent of the
people at Thndem are secretaries, then 10
percent ofthe people at TOPs are secretaries.
h represents Tandem. Sitting at the same table may be a brilliant PH.D. computer scientist,
a vice president, and an assembler, all with
one thing in common--each is outstanding
in his or her occupation. In effea, the TOPs
program creates within the Tandem organization an infrastruaure of our best people.

Friday Popcorn
Communication is of paramount impor·
tance in encouraging employee participa·
lion,so to facilitate unstructured communicalion and exchange at Tandem we have
developed what is probably our mo t famous
program, which we call "Friday Popcorn."
Every Friday, at Tandem facilities in 90 locati n across the nation and in 30 foreign
countries, we have an informal meeting and
serve popcorn, beer, wine, and diet soda, and
everyone al Tandem is invited. Asupplieror a
customer can bring his or her boss and find
me, or a banker, or a major shareholder, or
the head ofengineering, or a person working
in any area of the organization. It is a kind of
"family function" which helps to create relati n hip ; relation hips translate into a productive and more im'olved group of people.

High Tech Communication
Advances in technology also have improved communication atll1ndem, through a
system of electronic mail. inety-eight percent of our employees have terminals or direct access to terminals all over Ihe world.
Electronic mail at Tandem is a concept that is
quite difTerentthan you might think. You Cdn't
call 5,000 people on the telephone and ~my
"Help!" But with electronic mail, if you are in
Switzerland and you have a technical problem, you can send a mail message to the
whole world and the next morning you will
have 15 solutions waiting for you. Electronic
mail is a process, not just of communicalion,
but of integrating people. [t is a socializing
force as well. If we tried 10 take electronic
mail away from employees at Tandem, we
would have a revolution.
Most companies have a journal or magazine. At Thndem our journal is called Center.
Cellfer gives u the opportunity to express
our phil sophy and goals to every Single employee. As an example, we recently included
our five-year manufaauring strategy and new
produa strategies. Center gives our people
something 10 read while they are at home-but again, shares with employees just what it
is we are tryi ng to do.
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We al~o have our own television network,
and have earth tations in 3 locatiOns. If I
want to give a pr ntation to all Tandem
employees Or interaa with a group of employees, I can do so at 301' lime. ThiS is true
for Tandem groups in the nited States, Canada, and Mexico, and we send videotapes to
other places in the world.
Before our annual meeting, we hold, via
the televi ion network, an annual meeting for
employees, who are also hareholders. We
also have used the televi ion network for
introduction of new manager, TOPs promotions, de cripliOIlS of new produas to be
announced, new oftware releases, banking
seminar, and a number of other projects.

Sabbaticals and Stock Options
In addition to effective communication,
there are other factors which are reqUired to
create an enviroomem in which employees
participate in the management process. One
of the most important factors is employee
motivation. Motivation, of course, goes
beyond financial considerations 10 Other rewards for participation, such as the pride of
bein~ part of something that is successful.
I would like ro touch on several things
which we do al Thndem to keep our people
motivated. One is the sabbatical. A sabbatical
for us means th3[ every four years every employee gels a sabbatical ofan extra six-to-nine
weeks of vacation. Many companies claim
they have sabbaticals, but generally speaking
they are available only to the officers of the
company.
Most of the S)'S'ems in c rporate life send
signals that we are not a1llilerally equal, and I
think everyone realizes thar, but sometimes
we are "equal," and some company benefits
should stress that equality For example, if an
employee in the shipping department comes
in on a Sunday ro ship a board somewhere,
he is more "equal" 'han Iam. The sabbatical is
a way for us to say that everyone is important,
and that the person who works hard in sh ipping for four years works as hard as I work,
and deserves a sabbatical.
Each year we give an equal number of
stock options to every person, 10 further express this concept of corporate equality
\Vhen we hire people or promote them, we
also give options, but that is for a different
reason. One time each year we give the same
number of stock options to everyone, as a
way of saying "sometimes we are all equal."
To motivate people to assume self-management responsibilities, you have to be able to
communicate with them, but you also have to
let them participate and sometimes let them
participate equally.

The Importance of
Creativity and Quality
We are also concerned at Thndem about
the way our managers view creativity, because creativity is a difficult process which is
nOI necessarily "at home" in modern-<lay corporations. The creative person who in one
corporation is Slamped a "deviant," might in
another be considered a "hero." The whole
difference is the attitude of management. Do
managers encourage creativity? Do they accept failure?- because nine out of 10 ideas
are going to fail. Management, in thiS new
role, muSt proVide the framework for
creativity to develop.
Another concept that is equally importanl
in the role of management is the emphasis on
quality People who believe that American
industry is losing ground to the Japanese
should understand that the fundamental reason is our inferior quali'y. In our experience,
produas manufaaured inJapan and used by
Thndem might have a failure rate of one in
10,000, while the same product coming from
the United States might have a failure rate of
50 percent
American managers must give quality a
high prioriry and mus' find creative ways to
improve quality. Some mistakenly believe
that quality costs too much--when in lila, it
costS Iess--because no alternative is more
expen ive for a company than dissolution. It
is clear thaI without quality a company will
not survive.

At Tandem, quality assurance has never
been our goal, rather it has been acllieved
through the accompliShment of other goals;
such as having all happy customers, having
the best place to work, and producing attractive products. If a company accomplishes
those goals and concentrates on quality in
everything it does, it will have high growth.

Conclusion
As Tandem Strives to be success.ful in an
environment of tremendous change, and as
we attempt to foster productivity and
creativity, we must have employees who will
take new responsibility as corporate citizens:
they must self-manage, they must be motivated, they must be parI of the corporation,
and they must understand where the corporation is going. In turn, managers must assume a new role of fostering creativity, productivity, people communicalion, and
education.
Also the corporation, as an entity, must use
new technologies to assure these processes
occur by way of networking, teleconferencing, "Friday Popcorn," or other such programs. These thin~ple, management,
creativity, and productivity-are mucb more
important than computers; and that is a big
statement coming from me.
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Use of Diesel Fuels in Military Equipment
By Maurice E. LePera

Problem a ociated with operating
diesel-fueled equipment in areas where
low ambient temperature prevail have
been documented over the past several
decades. Although much research has
been conducted by industry in developing new fuel additives, many operators
of equipment have adjusted to this problem over the years by monitoring their
selection of fuels, improving fuel housekeeping practices, and insuring adequate maintenance for cold weather
operation.
Within the laSt several year, however,
there has been a ignificant increase in
the number of 10'1 -temperature, fuel-related eqUipment problems occurring
within the mititat')( This increase is in
part due to the introduction of turbine
engine powered ground equipment to
the field and the procurement of fuels
haVing higher wax content (i.e., refinement of heavier crudes without additional upgrading needed to produce adequate sources of kerosene aneVor light
di tillates). The combination of these
fWO events has created a renewed user
concern for atisfactory operability of
diesel-fueled equipment, particularly
those being operated by the military in
Europe.
Diesel fuel for Army and other DOD
ground equipment is procured under
Federal Specification W-F-800C (Fuel
Oil Diesel) which specifie the following four grades DF-A, OF-I, DF-2
(CONUS), and DF-2 (OCONUS). Grade
DF-A and DF-2 (OCONU ) are intended
for use in the arctic and Europe, respectively. Grades DF-l and DF-2 (CONUS)
are intended for use within the 48 state
and are essemiall the same grades
which industry provide to ctvilian users
under the American Society of Testing
Materials (ASTM) D9 5 taJ1dard for Diesel Fuel; namely, Grade 1-0 and 2-D.
Grades DF-l or I-D contain higher
18

proportions of kero ene blending fractions and, therefore, have inherentl 'b tter low temperature operability duracteristics. Grades DF-2 (CONU ) or 2-D,
which contain sub tantially Ie ser quan·
tities of kerosene fraction , have a greater energ)' content and are generally preferred by civilian users because of th ir
fuel economy differential.
Widl both the federal specification
and A TM tandard, two grade (i.e"
DF-l and DF-2 or 1-0 and 2-D are
provided to users widl "seasonally adjusted operability" limits, That i , the
cloud and pour point values whidl controllow temperature operability are not
fixed as are other pecification parameters (e.g., nash point, distillation, ash
content, etc .
The cloud and pour point values are
seasonally adjusted in accordance with
the 10th percentile minimum values.
These lOdl percentile minimum values
provide a mean to predict anticipated
prevailing ambient temperatures within
a given geographical area. This methodology i utilized not only by the military, but also by industry, as this technology is utilized in several ASTM fu I
standards.
Diesel fuel supplied against Grade
DF-2 (OCON ) under Federal pecifi·
cation W-F800C pre ems a different issue. This fuel is intended for use in the
European dleater ofoperations. Because
of existing international standardization
agreements (STANAG ) de cribed under
STANAGs 1135, 2754, and 2845, the
specification requirements of DF-2
(OCONU ) must be in conformance
with the reqUirements of NATO F-54, the
taJ1dard diesel fuel used bv the NATO
armed forces and supplied through the
Central European Pipeline System. This
fuel has fixed cloud and pour point values, as it is u ed year-round and mu t
meet storage requirements. The cloud
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point is pecified at -l3C max, whereas
the pour point is pedfied at l8C max.
Because of this interchangeability requirem l1t and exi ting mndardizati n
policie , any other die el fuel (Le.,
Grade OF-I) cannot be made available
for u e by U.. force in Europe. further,
NATO [,54 by far possesses [he best lowtemperature characteristic ofall ground
diesel fuels being di. tributed within the
Central European region as it utilize the
cloud poim to limit wa." coment.
All civilian di sel fuel being marketed widlin Europe, however, use the
cold filter plugging point for defining
low temperature operability. The cold
filter plugging poim give a limit whicll
is somewhere between the cloud and
pou r point values. Die el fuels refined to
a cold filter plugging point limit will generally contain an appreciably higher wa."
content than tho e fuel refined to a
cloud point limit.
There has been considerable adver·
tisement and marketing of additives
within indu try that are reported to improve the low temperature perabiliry
of die el and di tiJlate fuels. These additive , referred to as "flow improvers"
and "pour point depre sants" have become widely used in CONU to improve
the low temperature characteri tics of
healing/burner fuel oil . The e additive
ar e sentially organic polymeric compounds which, when added to distillate
fuels, lower it pour point.
These p lymeric compounds
cocrystallize on dle wax crystals during
their initial tage of formation and prevent the growth of larger ct')'stals which
eventually form the tructure leading to
gelling of fuel. However, these additives
do not alter the cloud point
cha racteri ti c.
Although their addition to fuel re ults
in a Significant lowering of pour point
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values in some instances, the additives
do not change the cloud point; hence,
low temperature operabiliry cannot be
guaranteed, as essentially all U.S. designed equipment is "limited" by the
fuels cloud point.
It should be noted that flow improvement additives, when applied to heating
and burner fuel oils, are highly selective.
That is, they do not perform the same in
each blend of fuels. They, therefore, are
not universally effective as a solution for
the user. Because of their lack in changing the cloud point as well as their responsiveness to base fuels in lowering
the pour point, these additives are not to
be used in diesel fuels.
Because of the extremely cold winters
experienced during the early 1980s, a
need urfaced for a means to blend fuels
in the field as one approach that would
reduce the occurrence of fuel-related
operability problems. A Field Blending
Guide was sub equendy developed by
the Belvoir Research and Development
Center and distributed in late 1982. This
document provided instructions as to
how to determine the "approx.imate
cloud point," what acceptable fuel products could be used for blending, their
blending ratiOS, and blending procedures. This document can be obtained
from Defense Technical Information
Center by requesting Report No. AD-

A144-710,
An important note is that the Field
Blending Guide cautions against blend-

ing diesel fuel with either gasoline or
JP-4 products, This mix.ing of a relative
volatile fuel with diesel and/or distillate
fuel creates an extremely hazardous
mixture that can be ignited either by
some external ignition source or by generation of electrostatic charge
phenomena,
These are two near-term solutions to
resolve the low temperature fuel-related
operability problems which continue to
exist with diesel-fueled equipment The
first is one of providing adequate information to the field on understanding the
faaors which contribute to fuel-related
low temperature operability problems.
This information covers the three interrelated variables; namely, the fuel, the
equipment system, and user practice.
Proper housekeeping (e,g" remov;lI
of water bottoms, use of filter/separators, etc.) will reduce the potential for
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problems that can and will occur with
lowering ambient temperatures, Preventative maintenance procedures, if properly followed, will also reduce the occurrence of fuel-related operability
problems.
The second near-term solution involves the on-going efforts direaed towards confi rming the acceptability of
jP-8 aviation turbine fuel (MIL-T-83133)
as an alternate fuel to diesel fuel (VV·
F-800). Engine endurance tests have
been conduaed and additional te ts are
underway that support thi recommendation. In consonance with this effort, a
NATO Ministerial Agreement in 1976
committed NATO nations to move towards use of a common commercial kerosene-based fuel for land-based jet alrcraft operated within Europe. Currently,
NATO F-40 (a military wide cut type aviation turbine fuel) is used by all NATO
countries except for France and the United Kingdom.
NATO F-40 is commonly referred to as
jP-4. This fuel is identical to the i.l1du try
standard ASTM Jet A-I except for the
mandatory requirement of icing and
corrosion inhibitors and conductiVity
additive,
In April 1982, a joint Chiefs of Staff
memorandum concurred in the conclusions and recommendations of the
study on jet fuel tandardization within
NATO, with one exception, The exception was the test date of 1985 for conversion. During the june 1982 meeting
of TO); Working Group on Equipment
Operability, the nations agreed to set jan.
1, 1987 as the date for starting the conversion. This start date will be confirmed
at the forthcoming 1985 meeting of the
NATO Pipeline Committee.
This reconfirmation of a january 1987
start date is due to the resolution of a
presumed COSt differential issue between F-40 versu F-34 fuel and the U.S,
Armys commitment for initiating the
modification of the three helicopter sys-

tems that require product improvement
program to meet the Army' cold starting requirements. The three systems include the AH-l, UH-l, and OH-58 eries
aircraft. Although the start date is cheduled for january 1987, the identification
ofjP-8IF-34 as an approved alternate fuel
for diesel and ground turbine-powered
equipment cheduled for mid-FY85 will
provide an option for its use during the
winter seasons.
For the far-term solution, two additional approaches are also underway.
The first involves a cooperative effort
between the Belvoir R&D Center and the
U.S. Army Tank-AlitomOtive Command
to develop an engineering design guide/
standard for fuel system ofveh icles and
equipment. The intent i to provide specific guidance on the system requirements enabling satisfactor ' operability
with use of high wax-containing fuels.
This guide/standard will prescribe
specifics on fuel filters, water separators,
fuel line and fi Iter heaters, coolant and/
or block heaters, fuel tank and fuel line
materials, optional system configurations, and other design criteria that will
allow use of "marginal quality" diesel
fuels. A first draft of this guide is expeaed by the fourth quarter of FY85.
The second approach involves another action directed toward use of
TO F-34 as a fuel for diesel-powered
equipment. At the third meeting of
NATal; Ground Fuels Working Parry
held in Mougin, France in Oaober 1984,
all nations agreed that in the content of
standardization on commercial die el
fuels, the preferred solution was to replace ATO F-54 diesel fuel with NATO
F-34 aviation turbine fuel. Concurrent
with this proposal, all nations are to COllduct tudies on the co t faaor difference,
technical faaor that might create problems, and industrys capability to supply
the F-34 product. This Ground Fuels
Working Pany is an activity under the
NATO Pipeline Committee.
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received a BS degree in chemistry from the University ofDelaware. Pn'or to his employment with
the Department of the Army, he worked at Gulf
Research and Development Co,
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I
Embedded Training and
In i report to the secretary ofdefense, the
Defense Science Board of 1982 said "MilitarY
training i
good but not good
enough...additional unit training resources
are needed." A year later, the Army Science
Board stated the same ,~ew. Each board had
conduaed extensive independent reviews of
training programs and emerging technology
in weapon systems and in weapon system
training. Both board recommended embedded tralning (IT) as a means to deliver system training.
The Arm}' Research Institute for the Behavioral and odal ciences (ARI) and the
Army Materiel Commands project manager
for training devices (PM TRADE), in collaboration with the Army Training and Doctrine
Command, have launched an applied research program to identify effective approaches to the embedding of training technology in new equipment systems. This
article starts with a working definition of IT
and describes the benefits expected from it
The ET research program aims to develop
embedded training application guidebooks
so that the "when, where, and how" questions
may be addressed throughout the systems
acqui ition process. The article concludes
with a more detailed discussion of this
program.
Embedded training is easily and popularly
understood as the use of advanced technology to train people in the use of advanced
eqUipment technology. ET Is built into video
games. An instructional "Ooppy" to help you
learn how to use your new personal computer is another e\'eryday example ofembedded training, But IT is u ually only a part of
the toral training system for any major equipment military item. It is not dedicated to finding or advocating advanced technology for its
own sake. Embedded training guidelines
may also point to non-technical solutions,
such as conventional p-dper-and-pencil, classroom, and hands-on laboral ry instruction to
prepare for and to supplement training delivered by lOT in the operational equipment
The unique practical challenge of the embedded training research program is the pas..
ibilit}' of training people to do things that
have never been done before as fast, as far
and with the precision of advanced weapon
syStems. Even as the Fiber Optic Guided Misi1e (FOG-M) and other weapon concepts
present new opportunities and potential demands on soldier performance, the new technologies presem opportunities and OptiOn
to deliver training and to learn about training
itself.
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Working Definition

Benefits

We deflOe embedded training as a training
ub tem (hardware/software) which is incorporated into (but not necessarily integral
with) the overall weapon or taaical system
software and eqUipment configuration as an
alternate mode of operation. The alternate
training mode may operate off-line or on-line
in actual equipment.
The ET subsystem prOVides training and
assessment capabilities through the soldiersystem Interface using software control of
courseware and simulation exercises on the
operational equipment with auxiliary equipment as necessary The u e ofauxiliary equipment i not preferred but, if necessary, can
con i t of plug-ins, trap-ons, or linkages to
remote ources.
Embedded training is generally designed
to provide training in the unh environment to
further develop or to maintain operaror and
maintainer skill level . It i , under some circumstances, u ed in the in titutiona! school
environment.

An obviou value of embedded training is
that it trains the user on the system he or he
is to use. It is realistic. It is also timely in twO
important ways_ First, it is in place when the
system is deHvered. Training integral to the
system is pro\~ded at the time ofsystem fielding. This timeline . ameliorates the delays
usually experienced in ti,e receipt of training
materials, including lfalning devices, at institutional and unit Sites upon system fielding. These delays in the receipt of tralning
material can be as much as twO to three
years. Second, it can be used any time to fill
otherwi e idle time without human inslfUctors or supervisors present. How many of u
have watched lroopS on training exercises
biding their time uselessly while waiting for
ammunition or the opposing force to show
up? Embedded training can provide more
effident and frequent training than is otherwise available through field and garrison exer iSes on operational equipment without
ET.
A major benefit i the can ervation of
scarce ammunition and opposing force resources. Computer generation of targets and
simulation of missile firing, for example, offers enormous reductions in co t when compared to live opposing forces and live missiles. The requirementS for another resource,
trainer and other lra;ning support personnel,
can aJ be reduced. The numbers of support
perwnnel needed to generate the message
traffic and responses required for a "live" C3 I
exercise, for example, are considerable. An
intelligent computer aided instruction! simulation package can achie\'C similar training
objectives without the majority of these support persons.
Finall}\ operator checkout and maintenance of advanced systems may be bullt intO
the systems and trained on the systems. Experience with current systems and projecti ns
regarding future systems suggest that maintenance costS may be reduced or controlled by
operators trained in using built-in-test modules and coached by the system in taking
corrective actions. "Down time" for maintenance could approach "repai r ti me" if embedded trai ni ng ind ud botb operation and
maintenance.

The Training Setting
On the surface, ET holds potential for use
in both inslfUaional and unit training settings as the "universal trainer." The ARI-PMTRADE project will address that issue in
term of the training and co t impacts on both
training operations and operational readiness, for these are important considerations
in system requirements definition and training-system design.
From the praaical standpOint, we expea
that embedded training will not often be jusufied as a primary delivery mechanism in the
school house because of the high initial investment in systems hardware and the continuing high operational and support costs
hi tOrically experienced with operational
y tems in TRADOC chools. However, tills is
an intuitive "conclu ion" which may or may
not be borne out by the o\'erall prOject findings. What this does underline, however, is
that IT must not be considered an entity untO
itself, divorced from other potential mediation apptoaches in deSign of the training systems; it emphasizes that the trade-off determination and analysis process must be
followed In determining system embedded
training requirementS to the same degree
that other L1ser requirements are subject to
trade-off: .
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History of
Growing Opportunity
Embedded training really began in the

1950 with the Air Force 'emi-Automatic
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Systems Acquisition
By Dorothy L. Finley, Irving N. Alderman,
Stanley F. Bolin and Donald S. Peckham
Ground Environment system. This system

was a natural opportunity which praaically
demanded IT The operators had to train 10
ray awake. Since then, some of the systems
developed to incorporate IT include Thctical
Fire Direction System (Army), 1'14 (Navy),
F15 (Air Force), Aegis (Navy), and Patriot
(Army).
Some of the new systems currently under
development in the Army which may include
embedded training are the Light Helicopter
Family, Howitzer lmprovement Program, Advanced Field Anillery Thctical Data System,
Air Defense AnjJ]ery Control System, Future
Armor Combat System, All Source Analysis
System, the Tactical Management Information System, and FOG-M. These systems
cover most bran,ches in the Army and a wide
range of skill types. The increasing use of
computer technology in operational systems
supports a growing opporrunity for IT
The realization of embedded training in
these existing and developing systems has
been a spotty, hit-or-miss process. It has depended on someone with suffident interest
being present at the right time and place who
could exerdse an impact. These "product
champions" for IT have also had to take a
chance in doing so because there were no
guidelines for embedded moning development. They had to "wing it" in a new area of
system development.
If we are to realize the objectives laid out
by the Defense Science and Army Science
Boards, we must correct this "hit or m' "
aspect of the systems acquisition process. We
must tum it around so that embedded training is always considered a possible optionas training devices are now - and dealrwilh
as a part of an overall systematic system development process.
As the number of systems based on sophisticated eleclronic components grows, this
view becomes imperative quite apart from
the benefits of IT As the weapons change,
training changes.

training is meaningful only in the context of
the users tasks, the systems functions and the
user-system interface, the system development must have sufficient maturity to minimize the risk of any redesign or development
that would impact on IT.
Similarly, the ET development must have
suffiCient maturity to minimize any porential
need for redesign and development of the
system functions 10 achieve training capabilities. To insure embedded training impaCl on any particular new system, we must
look to an early and rather continual concern
with the human dimensions if there are people in the system loops. We hope through
research to be able to specify how soon system engineers really need to worry about
people and ET depending on the nature of
the system.
The question of where involves the identi·
ftcation of systems technologiC"dl characteristics and operator/maintainer task requirements indicating the system is a good
candidate for the embedded training option.
Further, the scope of the IT requirement may
vary in terms of numbers and combinations
of tasks. Probably no one would dispute the
opinion that the hand grenade is nOl a good
candidate for IT or would anyone dispute
the opinion that many command control systems are good candidates for embedded
training. But how about tanks? Some have
suggested that the current Abrams tank could
incorporate some limited IT capability.
certainly, if the FOG-M is inlroduced 10
vehicles such as the High Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicle, IT capability will be
introduced in terms of the fOG-M componem. Future tank systems with Onboard displays and computer systems will certainly be
candidates for IT However, embedded trainIng is nm limited to systems haVing computers and displays. Some mechanical and
hydraulic systems might be designed to t,din
or alert their op rators. In short, we don't yet
fully appreciate the range or know the

characteristics of all the systems where ET
can be applied.
Our research bias in earching for systems
on which to do ET research is basically to
look for variation in the types of human performance in the system. We cannot know,
empirically, if we can reduce the varying
types of performance consideration, and elevate performance level until we tt)l and that
brings us to the how question.
The how question relates to the core issues
of embedded training design. How do you
determine the proper scope of the IT package from a task training requirements standpoint? Which tasks or combination of tasks
need 10 be trained? \'('1lich training technologies (e.g., computer aided instruction,
simulation, voice) should be used? How
should the learner-machine interface be designed to minimize the Deed for training and
to facilitate the training that must be done?
FaClors bearing on these issues include skill
acquisition and decay rates for different types
of tasks, skill levels of incoming Idiers and
personnel turnover rates, technologies available in the host system, space and power
constraints on equipment strap-ons to the
host systems, and feasibility of witch-totraining alternate mode during actual host
system operati os versus dedicated continuous operations when the host system must
always be on-line. In thi last case of continuous operations, some form of parallel processing may provide coaching during actual
operations.
The AID program to provide answers to the
when, where, and how questions is a multipathed approach to be accompli hed over
the next five years. It includes developing
embedded training in exemplar systems,laboratory technological research, surveys to establish the stale-of-dle-art and extant opporrunities, and development of analysiS melhodologies. The goal is to institutionalize the
consideration of embedded training in the
systems acquisition process.

The ARI Program
The ARl program in embedded training is
directed toward answering the questions of
when, where, and how to consider IT application in the systems acquisition process.
The when question asks how soon ET in the
acquisition process can be dealt with effectively.If embedded training is to be fielded as
a system capability, the necessary funai'on
must be provided during the system design
and development process. However, since
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Planning the Future of Tactical Power
By Gayle D. Peterson

enty-five representatives from the
Army, avy and Marine Corps anended a
Tactical Power y tems Symposium late
last year, sponsored by the Armys Belvoir
Research and Development Center. Tbe
ympo ium \vas part of an Army effort to
improve the utilization of its enginedriven generator, Its purpose was to
present ideas to improve tedmiques for
the ejection and application of mobile
power generation and distribution
equipment throughout the Army and to
exchange informati n on current and
proposed methods for power systems
planning.
Topics covered during the day-long
se ion included power sy tem planning
and management, power system engineering, characteristics of military standard generators, power distribution
equipment, "wet tacking" and load
banks, load measurement techniques,
users concerns and anticipated changes
to operating procedures.
'111e Army taff has given us a new
mission," according to Donald D. Faehn,
acting chief of the Belvoir R&D Center'
Power ystems Assessment Office, "to
insure that we use our generators effectively. DA has directed a 30 percent reduction in the number of generators in
the Armys inventory. We've got to take a
hard look, not only at where our generator are, but, more importantly, at how
they are being u ed. We wanted to use
thi symposium as a forum for the
future."
After introductory remarks by Belvoir
R&D Center Commander COL Dennis B.
Bulger, the first speaker, Richard C.
GoodWin, a weapon system staff manager, presented the Army Materiel Commands CAMC) view of mobile electric
power. "The way we have be n handling
our electrical power needs is like the
COJ1lraClOr who builds a new factory for
his dient and forge to coordinate with
the local electriC company," he told the
group. " 10bile electric power requirements mu t be :Iddre ed during the
con ept formation phase and at each reo
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view point. The developers of mobile
electric power systems must work with
equipment developers from the outset.
This requires participation by all parties-project managers, combat developer ,sy rem developers and u er ."
COL Gerald M. Tippins, the Training
and Doctrine Commands ystem manager for generators and environmental
control equipment, addres ed user
need . TRADOC' recent Power Sources
Study wa concerned with generalOr
problems related to systems management. One recommendation coming out
of the study was to establish a data base
for better management. Tippins feel
"todays management does not consider
generators a ystems, is con rvative
and builds in too much redundancy. We
need to move out with a generator data
base, as well as accelerate efforts to assess power systems in the field."
He was followed by COL Charles S.
Green, the project manager for mobile
electric power, who gave a presentation
on the developers role in generator requirements. He cited as one ofthe mo t
important new fearures in thi area, the
formation of Belvoir' Power System Asse ment Office, which will erve as his
technical arm for dle development of
generator requirements.
Faehn elaborated on the new office'
functions, "We will as ess the demands
of total power sy tem . We'll look at different types of units and examine current regulations and standard~ in order
to improve the way we use our generator
and identify areas for
improvement."
WiJliam A. Yauss of the Belvoir R&D
Centers Tactical Energy Systems laboratory followed up widl a talk on power
sy tern assessment. He explained how
load profile analysis techniques could
reduce bodl the co t and weight of a
system by using this method to select the
smallest, most efficient generator for the
mi ion reqUirement. The Power ytem As essmem Office has been chartered by AMC through the PM for mobile
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electriC power to assist sy tern designers
and program managers in using these
techniques. Its personnel have te t
equipment available to measure equipment and elecrrical loads to verify theoretical load profile analysi .
orne example of how this works
were presented by James P. Lucas from
the Power Systems Assessment Office.
One tudy showed that a reverse osmosis water purification unit which normally reqUired a 30 kilowatt Ckw) generatOr could perform nearly all of it
functions when powered by a 15kw set.
Another came about as the result of a
problem obtaining generators for the topographic support system. The original
configuration called for a combination
of 15,30 and lOOkw generator with a
total output of 1080kw. A rudy by the
office resulted in a new power configuration for the sy tern which required only
660kw of power and used 15 and 60kw
generator instead of the heavier, more
e>..-pensive l00kw model. Thi effort produced a aving of more than $100,000
per operating hour.
One of the most controversial presentation was a discu ion of underloading
and "wetstacking" by Dr. Alan urosky, a
consultant from ational Technical ystems,lnc. ''Wetstacking'', which often occurs in cold weather when generators
are run at much less than fu II capacity,
cau es leaking of oil and fuel, carbon
buildup in the exhaust sy tem and crankcase oil dilution. Studie found that, although these phenomena were annoying and indicated that the enginewas nOt
being run efficiently, underloading a
generator caused no serious damage to
the set. In such a situation, though, designers or users might want to consider a
maJJer generator.
1\vo more speaker ,James W Gale
from the Office of the Project Manager,
Mobile Ele.ctric Power and Walter C.
Pierce of the Centers Product As urance
and Test Directorate, explained the
characteristics of military standard generators and some of the procedures for
May-June 1985

Walter Pierce and SP5 Bill Carey ofthe U.S. Army Troop Support Command's Belvoir R&D Center study data from

a microprocessor-based power measuring device which continuously records Information without hampering
the operation '"of a generator or system being powered. On-site and laboratory analyses are being conducted to
compile data for a "Generator Selection and Application Guide."

testing ruggedness and measuring loads.
Of particular intere t were a video tape
showing the severity of railroad impact
tests and a demon tration of a system
that provide a readout of load measurement data and generator performance.
Most manufaCtUres are used to building generator that will be left in one
place. Questions and conflict frequently
arise over ruggedness requirements for
military sets which must be moved over
various types of terrain. Gales presentation offered a historical perspective, as
well as current information on the capabilities and ratings of the DOD family
of standard generators. Pierce demonstrated load measurement techniques
u ing a 15kw generator set ro power a
topographic support system van while
recording steady state short-term data
and long-term cumulative time-at-load
data.
The last two speakers, David R Goebel
and Robert A Williams of the Tactical
Energy Systems Lab, covered upcoming
developments in power distribution and
conditioning equipment. Several new
power distribution systems are ready to
be type classified and will have a strong
influence on near-term developments.
The Centers power conditioner program involved the development of twO
May-June 1985

small,lightweight, solid state, militarized
units which can b combined into sets.
They will be u ed for frequency changing, power line isolation, inversion from
direct current 10 alternating current and
conversion from alternating currenl 10
direct current.
A future concern is the growing requirement for uninterruptible power
sources for mission-e sential equipment
thaI has to remain operational through
unantidpated power outage or power
fluctuations. These requirements must
be identified early and communicaled
throughout the development chain.
Faehn wrapped up the symposium by
telling the group, "We want you 10 challenge the requirement right from the
concept phase. Our office will be estabIi rung a data base for the power requirements of different items. We will be

working with the project manager to
bring about change in the procedures
for requisitioning generators. In tile
past, equipment managers have often
specified more power and redundancy
man mey really need for the m.is ion and
mey weren't aware of the overload capability of the generators. Now we will
be looking at me requirements of lotal
power s}'Stem . In addition to assisting
developers with tlleir requiremen ,we
will how mem how to pecify thei r generators and help them identify needed
product improvements."
Faehn felt the symposium was very
useful and plans to make it an annual
event." ext year, we will include workshops and p3llel discu ions. Our goal i
to get communication going and keep it
going," be aid.
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Belvoir Gets New Test Equipment
New equipment installed by me u.s. Army Troop upport Commands Belvoir R&D Center aL Fort Belvoir, VA, gives the center an
unusual test capability. Engineers in the Belvoir R&D Centers Tactical
Energy Systems Laboratory will now be able 10 drive rotaling machinery of more than 1500 horsepower at peeds ranging from 10,000
revolution per minute (rpm) to more man 15,000 rpm.
The first u e of the new equipment will be for the evaluation of an
experimental electriC generator being developed as pan of the
Belvoir R&D Center' pulsed electrical power source technology base.
This technology base contributes ro the Armys R&D effortS in the area
of directed energy weapons.
The test equipment consists ofa gas turbine engine, gear boxes and
a 160 kilowatt-hour flywheel. The large flywheel makes the speed of
the System change very slowly, while the gear boxes provide a choice
of output peeds that are both faster and slower than the engines
speed_ Possible speeds include 2,400, 4,500 and 18,000 rpm. Other
speeds can be obtained by varying the speed of the engine.
The engine, flywheel and a speed reducing gear box Were originaJly supplied by dle Navy. The Navy had been investigating an
experimental aircraft catapult system, A speed increasing gear box
was purchased separately by me Belvoir R&D Center.
Auxiliary equipment needed to operate the tesl system includes oil
sumps that hold aboul 1,000 gallons. The associated coolers require
160 gallon of water per minute. A diesel powered generaLor is used
to proVide power for dle oil pumps in case of main power failure. The
flywheel stores so much energy dlal the equipment conLinues to coast
for more Lhan half an hour afler the engine is lurned of[

CSTA Installs New Computerized Lathe
A new, computerized, numerically-controlled lathe, recently in·
tailed in the Combat Systems Te t Activitys (CSTA) Technical Shops
Branch, Aberdeen Proving Ground, is expected to save more than
7,500 man-hours annually.
According to John F. Reynolds, technical shop branch chief, the
$86,000 system primarily will be used to manufacture M-11 crushertype pre ure gauges used by CSTA in proof testing large caliber
weapons.
The gauges, which ate not available commercially, are individually
machined by hand, a process which take aboul90 minutes per gallge,
Reynolds aid. AbouL 15,000 gauges are used annuaJly at C TA and at
other u.S. and allied nations' testing facilitie around the world_ All are
made by me Technical Shops Branch.
"We·ve tried haVing these gauge made under contract by commerdaI manufacturers," Reynolds said, "but we've found that the commeraal productS cannot be made 10 tolerances as fine as we require. That
is wh . we make them ourselves. UsIng lhe new lathe, , e expect to cut
30 minute or more from me manufllcturing lime for each gauge."
George Thei en, the lathe operaLor, said, "The ladle doesn't give us
a finished product, but it does provide a gready enhanced rough
product which can be more easily ground to the fine tolerances we
require. Another advantage is that the compulerized, numericaJJycontrOlled lame does not require a human operator. Once the pro·
gram is loaded into the computer, the lame will make M-11 pressure
gauges all day. AIJoul dle only human involvement deals with inserting
steel bars (from which Lhegauges are made) intO the lathe feed system
and an occasional check to en ure me S) L m i working properly."
Theisen said, "The computer an be programmed quicki)' to turn
out any product reqUired Once me computer progranJ is established,
a 'hard copy' can be produced in the form of a punched 13pe. These
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George Theisen, operator of the n_ computeriZed numer·
Ically controlled lathe recently Installed at the CSTA Technical
Shops Branch, programs the lathe's computer to begin manufacturing M-11 crusher-type pressure gauges.
punched tapes can then be stored and reloaded intO the compuler
when fuLure requirements for me same product ari e, we eventually
hope to go to a floppy-clisc storage system," he said,
Theisen said there are 10 machining processes that the lathe can
perform. Th e are center drilling, drilling, toughing of outer and
inner figures, ernlfini hing of outer and inner figures, finishing of
outer and inner figures, grooving, and threading.
"lwelve different cuning tools can be loaded OntO the turret of the
lathe alOne time. By telling the computer the location of each cutting
tool on the lathe turret, the computer can then index that tool for me
job to be done. All of the geometry of me cutting tools is already
loaded into the computer," Theisen said.
Once me parr i machined, me lame autOmaLically cuts me pan off
the teel bar and it is automatically rransferred to a holding container.
TIle steel bar from which me pans are being machined is then
automatically advanced for the lathe to begin making anomer pan,
Theisen said.
"We can use steel bars up to 12 feet long and 1.25 inches diameter,"
Theisen said. "Eventually, we want to get a feeder mechanism for the
steel bar thal will allow us to avoid me need to reload me bar feeder
one bar ata time, An entire day' works WOM of bars could be loaded
in the morning and the machine left to run all day long with minimum
altention from the operator."
The lathe is even designed 10 drop the waste material from the
machining into a conveyor system mal dumps the waste into a collection barrel for future disposal, Theisen said.
"An additional benefit the machine offers is in checking blueprints," Theisen said. "On a recent job, the engineering drawing'
figures were incorrect for the product de ired - in this case a one·
quarter scaJe projecti Ie. By loading the figures into the comput rand
having the computer draw the part on its video screen, the mist:lke
W'dS obvious and correcting it was quite simple. If a human machine
operator had been faced with dle same error, he never would have
been able lO find the error and correct it."
Reynolds feels the lathe will pay for itself in me first l'ear of
operation in Lerms of peeded work flow, less time consumed, a bener
product for the custOmer, and less waste of raw materials. He said that
additional tools for the lathe have been ordered which will further
expand its capabilities.

Army Explores Computer Image Generation
Military pilots oflen learn their trade b. "flying" aircraft imulators
through computer-generated terrain scenes. imllar cenes mar
someday help the Army plan barnes and test mi i1es.
May-June 1985

Two Army organizations--the Army Engineer Topographic laboratories (En) and the Army Mi He Command (MICOM}-have teamed
with the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) to
apply computer image generation to tasks.
In December, a 7.6 million contract was awarded to the Boeing
Aero pace Co., eattle WA, for thl joint ArmylDARPA program. Over
the next three years Boeing will develop four specialized computer
image generation system for the Army.
Computer image generation uses digital data bases and sophiSticated processing techniques to produce reali lic pictures of the terrain-- pictures like the ones used in flight simulators. En scientists
belie,-e that such pictures can playa pan in future command and
control SYStems. MICOM plans to use computer-generated terrain
scenes to simulate missile flights and test guidance algorithm.. Under
the ArmylDARPA contracr Boeing will build twO image generation
systems for batlJefield management al1d two for missile simulation,
These Army sy terns wHl take advantage of image generation techniques developed under previous DARPA research programs. ScientiSts working on tho e programs designed and tested an advanced
computer image generation system which produces highly detailed
terrain scenes at high speeds.
Thi
tern combines digital terrain elevation and feature data with
information from map, photograph and satellite imagel)( It produces haded three-dimen -ional views of the terrain. These scenes
show the natural features of the landscape as well as man-made
objectS like bridges, buildings and road. Clouds, fog or snow C'dn be
added for extra real ism.

Computer-generated scenes like this one may someday help
commanders plan battlefield maneuvers.

Boeing will tailor these capabilities to handle the missions identified by Ell. and MICOM. Ens systems, for example, will generate
detailed terrain graphics for tactical planning.
The company will deliver an initial software-based S) tern to En in
the fall of 1986. The econd system, which should be ready the
follOWing fall, will uansfer the image generation funCtion from oftware to hardware. Thi shift will speed processing times from fi'-e
minutes per frame '0 30 frames per second. Both systems will produce complex terrain scenes from multiple data sources.
En scientists will use these systems as a test-hed for developing
computer image generation technique thm can help commanders
analyze the terrain and make tactical decisions.
"CIG may prove an ideal command and control tool," explained
George Simcox, an lOlL program analySt. "It gives us a way to produce
terrain scenes that can be understood at a glance. These scenes
eliminate the interpretation that goes into reading a map. They make it
easy to identify and integrate terrain information:Computer-generated terrain scenes could help commanders tudy
their area of operation and plan their course ofacrion. With computer
image generation scenes, commanders could examine the terrain
from any viC'i"]Joinl and any location. They could use computer image
generation capabilities to tryout dillerem battle lactics. They'd be
able 10 position troops, deploy smoke, blow up dams or simulate
May-June 1985

other maneuvers and see in advance how these aCtions would affect
the battlefield and the battle.
rn and the Army Development and Employment Agency willte t
computer image generation mi ion planning capabilities this ummer at Fon Lewis, WA. Officials plan to use prerecored terrain cenes
to play out a combat scenario which wUl find .S. forces erecting a line
of delen e along the Columbia River.
This demonstration should help the Army evaluate computer image generation lechnology from a command and comrol perspective.
It will also give Ell. scientists the type offeedback they'll need to move
image generalion systems from the laboratory to the field.

Natick Designs New Feeding System
Aone-man-operated combat field feeding system, designed by the
U.S. Army Natick Researcl1 & Development center, Natick, MA, primarily for company-size elements of the newly established Light
Infantry Divi ion, will provide hot, nutritious meals to 150 people
quickly and effiCiently.
The comer tOne of this new system is the tray pack ration, con iSting of entrees, vegetables, Larches and desserts which are thermally
processed. It i stOred without refrigeration until needed, then heated
and served.
Because the Light Infantry Division is designed 10 be rapidJy deployed into a variety of low-to-medium intensity conflictS, such as a
show of force to stablize a crisis ;tuauon and to secure a base for
expan ion or to reinforce at1 already deployed unit, its combat service
support is especially austere.
Natick was tasked 10 determine the best method for heating tra
packs 10 support these units. Various configurations of tandard and
advanced development food service equipment suitable for this purpose were analyzed, assembled, and operationally evaluated, resulting in the current design which was demonstrated and approved in
January 1984.
The feeding system can be operated by a ingle cook. Using minimum equipment in conjunction with standard field burners and
commercially available insulated food carriers and beverage container and a pot and cradle for heating water, one person can prepare, deliver, and erve one T-ration meal a day. The Meal Ready to Eat
completes the daily rations. TI1e new system can support 150 soldiers,
including twO 25-man units operating at dispersed locations where
central field feeding support i not available. When serving is completed, unopened tray packs may be returned to torage. Empty
containers are simply discarded, eliminating the need for cleanup.
The kit can be loaded by two personnel and tran poned on a
Commercial Utility Cargo Vehicle. High-Mobility Multi-Purpose
Wheeled Vehicle 2Y2-ton or 5-ton truck. Thirty units have been deliv.
ered-l0 to the 7th Infantry Division, 14 to the 9th Infantry Division
for field evaluation and six to the U.. Army Test and Evaluation
Command. One unit was hipped 10 Fon Bragg, C, for air drop tesLS;
one unit was provided to the Quartermaster chool for training
purpose; and, two more were sem for possible evaluation by Army
lorces in Honduras. Successful testing has been completed_ The
system is now ready for Iimi,ed type classification and procurement.

Army Examines French Surgical Unit
Late last year, follOWing nearly a year of negotiations with the
French Army, the U.S. Army Meclical R&D Command, Fort Detrick,
MD, procured the French ParachutiSLS' urgicaJ Unit as part of its
program in foreign medicaJ materiel exploitation.
The urgical unil is an operating rOOm in a box, designed to be
dropped from a tran port aircraft to uppor! a 2,DOO-man fighting unit.
It brings sophisticated urgical capability as close as 2,000 meters
from the front, and is manned by II soldier, including surgeons,
nur es, nurse anesthetists, and enlisted personnel 10 perform various
support funcrions.
Army Research. Development & Acquisition Magazine
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Army Will Field Thermoelectric Generators

The unit and the concept behind it fill a void in U.S. Army medical
doctrine and deployable medical systems. The smallest U.S. Army
medical unit with surgical capability that can be flown to the scene of
combat is a division medical clearing company, which requires far
more manpower, equipm nt, vehicles, and space aboard aircraft. The
French unit is manned and equipped in the most austere fashion that
still allows high quality care. Streamlined combat medical capability
has been a French Army trength ince the French experience in
Indochina in the 1950s.
CPT Paul Paustien, MC, a surgeon assigned to the \v.llter Reed Army
institute of Research, who has been trained in use of the unit, described the features that make it attractive to a combat surgeon: 'This
unit can read1 places where it~ needed, including places where a
medical clearing company can't go, and be operational in 90 minutes.
It Is light weight-about five tons-and has a low manpower requirement- 11. It can handle life-threatening war wounds-multiple,
hemorrhagic, fracture, amputation-and it is self-sustaining for 48
hours."
The surgical unit is packed on palletS by airborne riggers and
dropped with its 11-man crew. Experienced crews can have the unit
operational in 90 minutes. The 12-bed facility has a field operating
table and operating lamp, anesthesia apparatus, resuscitators, suction,
and a urgical equipment terilizer. It is stocked with a 48-hour supply
of drugs and dispensable items.
After 48 hour of use, the force it supports is assumed to have
moved on. The advancing unit leaves the facility in place, until logistical support forces reach it from the rear, packing it up and returning
it to a base for resupply and reconfiguring for airdrop. Meanwhile,
another surgical unit will have been dropped in a new location, 2,000
10 4,000 meters from the new front. Resupply and reconfiguring take
48 hours, so that the re upplied unit can be dropped JUSt as the one
currently in use is exhausted.
CPT Ban Smith, budget officer at u.s. Army Medical R&D Command
Headquarters, and LTC Gerry Goethals, staff nurse at the U.S. Army
Medical Bioengineering R&D Laboratory, a ubordinate laboratory of
the command collocated at Fort Detrick, traveled to the French Army~
cemer for development of airborne equipmem in Toulouse, France
last September for familiarization in use of the unit, and orientation
with French experts in its use.
In October, the French team came to Fort Detrick to instruct U.S.
Army teams in unpacking, assembling and disassembling the unit. The
XVIII Airborne Corps sent a 15-man team from Fort Bragg to learn
about the unit, and the Medical R&D Command fielded twO ll-man
teams.
After the training and demonstration period at Fort Detrick, during
which numerous Army, Air Force, Navy and other DOD VlPs came to
look, the next step was to prepare for a demonstration drop at Fort
Bragg. French experts returned to Fort Detrick in November to supervise preparation. Then the paJJets were loaded on a truck and sent to
Fort Bragg, for the final demonstration drop from a e-UO over the
Sicily drop zone on Dec. 5.

The thermoele=ic power generatOr is looking for a fe-; good
users. An inaudible power ource, it am gi\'e soldiers and Marines
who now use noisy gasoline-driven generators plenty to shout about.
In addition to its llence, it affords a multifuel, reliable, easily
transportable, maintenance-free tactical power source for both ~ rward areas and unattended remote smtion .
The trouble is, many troop don't realize that now is the time to gel
their bids in for the new generators, which will SIan to reach Ihe field
in 1990.
One of a family of Signature Suppressed Lightweight Ele=ic Energy Plants, the thermoelectric power generator was developed by the
Electronics Technology and Devices Laboratory (ETDL) of Fort Monmouth, NJ, one of even laboratories belonging to the U. . Army
Electronics Research and Development Command.
"Army AirLandlBattle 2000 doctrine calls for reliable, ignalure
suppressed, mobile po"oer sources," Said Dr. Guido Guazzoni, chief
of ETDLS Power Source ystems Branch. "We are developing three
smaller units-IOO watt, 500 wan, and 1,500 watt-that can power a
hOSl of Army equipment."
The mallesr gasoline-driven generator now in use puts out a
minimum of 1,500 wattS, Guazzoni said. The thermoelectric power
generalorcan run on any kind of liquid fuel. The heatthalresults from
the fuels' combustion is converted imo electrical energy using no
moving parts.
The generator can also prOvide a clean and silent SOurce ofwarm
air to heal a shelter, tem, or enginelbatlery compartment For example, the 500-wan version can provide approximately 24,000 Btu per
hour of clean heat.
The IOD-wan version weighs ju t30 pounds, burns one-tenth of a
gallon of fuel an hour, and i scheduled to reach the field in the third
quarter of 1989. The 5OO-wan version weights 5 pounds, uses fourtenths of a gallon of fuel an hour, and houJd be fielded early in 1990.
The 1,500-watt unit weights 150 pounds, burns 1.1 gallons of fuel an
hour, and is to be fielded in 1992.
While the initial cost of the new generators i aboutlWo and a half
times greater than conventional generators, they are far cheaper to
operate and maintain on a daily basi and h uld pay for themselves
over a relatively hort period of time, Guazwni said.
Guazzoni thinks the thermoelectric ,power generatOr i ideal for
special forces and other rapidly deploying units. Unit commanders
interested in seeing a demonstration of the generator may call
GuazzonJ at AUTOVON 995-4081 or write 10 Electronics Technology
and Devices Laboratory, ATTN DELET-PEiDr. Guazzoni, Fort Monmouth, NJ 07703-5302.
nit commanders who want 10 make ure they receive the fielded
generator hou.ld contact COL Gerald Tippins at A TOVO
354-161 . He is the .5. Army Training and Doctrine Command system manager for Mobile ElectriC Power at the Engineer School and
center, Fort Belvoir, VA 22060·5249.

Assembly of the Parachutists' Surgical Unit at Fort Bragg_

In an effort to better serve the user communitY,the U.S. Army Natick
Research and Development Center has established a u 'erl> hotline.
Natick R&D Center is the Army" proponent for food, clothing, shelters, and airdrop systems, The phone line will be located in the
Operational Forces Interface Group, Directorate for Engineering Programs Management. People in this group will monitor the calls and
repl)' to the caller.
After Naticks duty hours, callers will reach a recorder that will
provide an opportunity 10 identify themselves, poofic equipmem,
and the nature of their problem. The recording will be an 'ered the
next busin
day.
Army personnel are encouraged to Use the hotline to report, discuss, or resolve problems encountered with centrally procured and
issued food, clothing, individual equipment, aerial delivery equipmem, tentage and rigid wall shelters. The phone number for atick
R&D Centers hotline is AV 256-5341.

Natick R&D Center Hotline
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Electrostatic Discharge Effects Described
William E.Jone ,a packaging expert at Tobyhanna Army Depot, has
developed an information program designed to overcome the
harmful effects of electro tatic discharge (ESD).
Some effects of ESD are relatively benign, such as the hock you
may receive when you shuffle across a carpet and then touch a metal
object, says Jones. Electrostatic discharge also creates "static cling"
that plagues housewives in television commercials.
However, ESDs disruptive force extends beyond mere household
inconveniences. When it damages an electronics component, it contributes to a multi-million dollar problem in the electronics industry
When ESD causes a weapon systems failure, it becomes potentially
fatal to Army field soldiers. Many electronic devices, such as tran·
sistor and integrated circuits, are highly susceptible to damage by the
discharge of Static electricity, even at levels mat can neither be seen
nor felt
Jones has written a booklet and developed a training course to
inform Army personnel about methods and materials that overcome
the effectS of electrosmtic discharge. It is a timely effOrt because
electronic components and systems now compromise 37 percent of
the Department of Defense inventory. Jones is a enlor packaging
specialist with the U.S. Army Materiel CommandS Packaging, Storage
and Containeri7..3tion Center, a national activity located at Tobyhanna
The training booklet, entitled ESDAwareness Program (The ShockIng Truth), provide guidelines for Army personnel on precautions
that can prevent ESD-induced failures. ElectrOStatic discharge causes
damage In three ways, Jones says. CatastrophiC failure completely
destroys the components capabilities; latent failure shortens the life
of the componem; and change of function alters the component!;
ability to perform its intended task.
ESD damage can occur in any material-handling procedure, indudIng manufactudng, processing, distribution, in tallation and repair,
packaging and inspection, Jones notes.
Jones has aIs0 presented an eight-hour course to approximately
850 personnel at Army installations throughOut the United States. In
coming months, he expectS to deliver the presentation to another
1,000 to 2,000 per onne! in the .S. and overseas.
Because of E Os pervasive pre ence, the course and booklet are
appli~'3ble to a variery of functional personnel, including supply and
maintenance personnel, quality as urance specialists and technicians,
maintenance design engineers, packaging designers and pecialists,
and supervisory personnel.
Jones also chairs a 24-member Department of Defense ESO Program Work Group, with members drawn from all mililaryservices and
the Defense Logistics Agency. The group develops standardized pol.
icles and procedures for the establishment of an electrostatic discharge control program throughout DOD. It also has drafted a DOD
instruction ana a Joint Service Regulation on ESD and has reviewed
several packaging and electronics specifications. Future plans include
improvement of materials te ting methods and expansion of protective materials and equipmelll.

Awards.

• •

CSTA Employee Saves Army $2 Million
Stanley M. Keithley, a senior test director in the Combat Systems Test
Activity); Armor Division, Aberdeen Proving Ground, has been commended for saving the Army more than $2 million. He devised a
method of disposing of armor target material .
Many armor target materials reflect state-of-the-art armor design
technology and cannot be disposed of in the same manner as con·
ventional armor plate. Keithleys labor-saving disposal alternative was
dted as saving the Army $2,001,855 in the first year of its use.
in addition to receiving a certificate of recognition from the Army
Materiel Command, Keithley also has been given a cash award of
$7,700. The awards are pan of the Army); alue Engineering Program
which analyzes Army equipment, facilities and procedures to acl1ieve
requirements consistent with lowest total cost, while till meeting
requirements for qualit}\ safery and performance.

4 Army Employees Receive
Highest Civilian Awards
Four U.S. Army employees were recently presented with the twO
highest aWlltds granted by the secretary of the Arm to civilian, the
Decoration for Exceptional Civilian Service and the Meritorious Civilian Service Award.
Dr. Clarence G. TIlOrnton received the Decoration for Excepti nal
Civilian Service for his achievements as director of the Elearoflics
Technology and Devices laboratOry, .5. Army Electronics R&D Com·
mand, Fort 1onmoUlh, N], from August 1976 to May 1984.
The citation signed by the HonorabLe John 0. Marsh, secretary of
the Army, read: "During this period, he led the Army in the de\-eJopmem of new microelectroni ,microwave. and millimeter components to improve the performance of military tems in the fieLd Ilis
efforts accelerated the appli tion ofadvanced technology to low c t
secure communications, high-resolution radar; fire-and-~ rget missiles, and electronic warfare sy ten1S, and enhanced the effectiveness
of the Armed Forces in meeting threats on the battlefield."
Joseph]. Vervier, Miles C. Miller and Dr. Edward D. Sruebing. three
ci\~lian employees at the U.S. Army Chemical R&D Center (CROC).
Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD, received the Meritorious Civilian
Service Award.

Vervier, who is CROCs a sociate technical director for technology,
was 'commended for his contributions to the renewed growth and

Army Orders 96 Ribbon Bridge Boats
The Armys Belvoir Research and Development Center has awarded
more than $12 million to the American Development Corp. of North
Charleston, SC for the production of96 ribbon bridge erection boats.
The award i the first installment of a multi'year commct for 554 boats
with an option to buy 262. more.
Constructed of welded aluminum and powered by two diesel
engine-driven water jets, the 25-foot boat features a 22-inch draft and
a tOP speed of 31 mph. It can be transported to the crossing site and
launched by the same vehicle that carries the ribbon bridge.
The ribbon bridge' modular design reduces the logistical problems associated with the old M4T6 bridge. It took 260 men five hours
to ereer a 400-foot span. With the ribbon bridge, 50 men can build the
ame span in less than an hour.
Delivery of the boats hould begin next fall and be completed in
1989
May-June 1985

strength of the Armys chemical po ture and for his outStanding
achievements in formulating an enhanced technology program for
chemical and biological defense and chemical deterrence. In addi·
tion, he was honored fOT his planning and sponsorship of a set of new
chemical d fense research initiatives and co-authoring a program
review acclaimed throughout the Army commands as oUlstanding.
Miller was cited for his technical contributions in applied aero·
dynamics. Hi achievements have significantly adV".mced the tate-ofthe-an in aerodynamics related to '!light dynamics and advanced
ordnance concepts. He serves as chief of the Aerodynamics Research
and Concepts A%istance Branch.
tuebing was commendedfor his technical contributiOns and leadership achievements in aerosoVobscuraliOn science. His accomplishments significantly contributed to aerosol research and its application
to military obscurant smokes for screening combat operations and m
the defense against chemical and biological attacks. Sruebing i asSigned to the Aerosol Sciences Division.
Army Research, Development & Acquisition Magazine
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Conferences &
Symposia...
Belvoir Will Host Electrical Power Fair
The Armys Troop Support Command and me U.S. Army Engineer
Center wiJI co-host an electrical power fair at Fort Belvoir, vA,June 4
and 5. The purpose of the fair is to demonstrate current and future
mobile electric power systems. The fair wiJI also provide an opportunity for industrial firms involved in mobile electric power research,
development, test, evaluation and manufaauring to meet with tactical
power users and developers.
Exhibits at the fairwill include the Armys military standard family of
generators and power units; items under development, such as low
noise generators, power conditioners, and power distribution equipment; and areas of special inlerest and exhibits from privale Industry.
Military commanders, materiel developers, combat developers,
communications and weapons systems contractors, and generalor set
manufacturers and suppliers are invited to attend For more information, write the Troop upport Commands Belvoir Research and Development center, ATIN: STRBE-E, Fort Belvoir, VA, 22060·5606.

Operations Research Symposium Planned
The 24th Annua.! U.S. Army Operations Research Symposium
(AORS XXIV) will be held Oct. 8-10 1985 at me U.S. Army Logistics
Management Center, Fort Lee, VA Some 200 Army, academic, and
industrial leaders are expected 10 participate in the event
The meme ofthis years sympoSium is "Army Analysis ofme Future."
The symposium will serve as a forum for exchange of information on
slgnificanl Army analyses recently completed or in progress in some
seven subject areas of emphasis, wim an opportunity for creative
exchange during the gathering concerning me directions needed to
meet the challenges of the future.
Attendance will be limited to invited observers and participants.
Papers wiIJ be solidled which address the theme of the symposium.
Selected papers and presentations will be published in the
proceedings.
The .S. Army TRADOC Systems AnaJysis Activity, directed by Leon
Ii Goode, is responsible for the overall planning and conduct ofAORS
XXIv. For the 12th consecutive year, the U.S. Army Quartermasler
Cenler and Fort Lee, commanded by MG Eugene L. StiJJions Jr., the
U.S. Army Logistics Center, commanded by LTG Robert E. Bergquist,
and the U.S. Army Logistics Management Center, commanded by COL
Billy C. Holland, wiIJ serve as co-hosts.
Inquiries pertaining 10 the symposium should be directed to Director, U.. Army TRADOC Systems Analysis Activity, ATfN: ATOR-TRM,
White Sands Missile Range, NM 88002·5502. Telephone inquiries
should be made to LTC Kenneth Breeden, AlITOVON 258-3425 (Com·
mercial 505-678·3425) or Diana Massengale, AUTOVON
258-349314819 (Commerdal 505-678-3493/4819).

Personnel Actions...
Zabilansky Named VoungEngineer of the Year
Leonard J. ZabilansJ..-y; general engineer at the .S. Army Cold
Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory (USACRREL), Hanover,
NH, has been named New HampshireS Young Engineer of me Year:
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The award was recenl.ly presemed by thejoim Engineering Societies
of New Hampshire in Manchester.
President of the Upper Valley Chapter of the American Society of
Civil Engineers (ASCE), Zabilan ky was cited for his outstanding
professional contributions and ach.ievemems.
Zabilansky is active in the ASCE student chapters at both New
Eng.!and College, Henniker, NH, and the University of New
Hampshire. In addition, he organizes an annual engineer career day
for Upper Valley high school students.
He received his masters egree in engineering sdences from the
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, in 1977 and his bachelors degree
in civil engineering from Indiana Institute of Technology in 1972.
Zabilansky erved in the .. Army from 1972-1974. lIe was assigned 10 USACRREL following basic training and stayed on as a
civiJian employee afler his rnjlirary obligation was completed.
He i a registered professional engineer in ew Hamp hire, and a
member of the American Society of Civil Engineers.

Shipley 'Chosen for Senior 'Executive Service
John L Shipley, deputy director of the U.S.
Army Aviation ystems Commands Applied
Technology Laboratory (ATL), Fort Eustis, VA,
has been promoted to the Federal Senior
Executive Service (SES). He is the first employee at ATL or of Fort Eustis to be selected
as a member of me SES.
Established inJuly 1979 bylbe Civil Service
Reform Act, me Senior Executive service is
the personnel system for offidals in grades
G -16 through G -18, who;ldminister the top
level programs of me federal government
J. L. Shipley
As ATL deputy director and technical advisor to the director, Shipley shares the responsibiJity for and participates in directing and coordinating me activities of a staff of 290-320
professional, technical and support personnel engaged in me con·
duct ofexploralory and advanced deve.!opment programs of air mobility research and development
Shipley earned an undergraduare degree in mechanical engineering in I %0 and a masters degree in 1966, both from North Carolina
Sl.me University. He received the 1970 ATL Commanders Award for
Exceptional Service and five oUlSlaJ1ding performance awards since
coming to work forrheArmy in 1967. In 1980 and 1983, he received
the Merilorious Civilian service Award, the Army!; second highest
civilian award, for his contributions to Army aviation research.
He is a member of me American Helicopter Society and igma XI, a
national honorary sodety, and is the aumor or co-author .of 25 publications, reports, and technical papers.

Notice to All Active Duty 51,
52,97 and 6T Officers
'l\rmy RD&A Magazine" has changed irs mailing practices. In the past we have used your official duty station
address when mailing. Beginning with this issue, we will
use the address listed in Section IV of your current Officer
Record Brief (ORB)_ In most cases that address will be your
home address.
11 is our hope that this change will insure thatyou receive
your magazines more promptly than in the past.
It is important, therefore, that if you haven't updated your
ORB recently, that you do so if you wish to continue receiving the magazine without a break.
May-June 1985

Field Exercise Data Collection

,\.s a resulL of the 19~9 Commander: Conference, the -\rnl' initialed an effort to SlandardlZe prt"'SCrihed I<l<ld Ii,~ and authorized
load Ii LS for unus wIlh the same Tahle of
Oq.~.miz.3uon.1I1d Equipment nOcE) within
th' Anm
IIIStOl'i<:alh: these load Iisl C<Jmputati( ns
hm e not cunsldered inueased I\" ar OUI rate.>
a.ssociaLed wnh (omb.n US3.'1e and comhat
damage Pre,crlbed load IISI, and <lulhorlzed
load IJs~ are computed hased primanly on
pL"":J<'C time demands or rep<l,r pdrt,. 'J'ht-'Se
compul.,tllms 111<1) pru"ide ll1adequate S[(x:ka.'le of lhose pan. reqUIred for a unit to susl,UIl I[sclf clunng nlmbat
As part "If lhe ,\rm\', ~Landanl.lZeJ Comhm
Prescribed Load LiWAuthorlzed I.oad List
Program. the I .S' rmy \Im"r,el :>\'S1ems
AnaIY'L' -\ninl\' (AJ\ISAAl was t, sked b\" the
L ~. Am1\' \Iateriel Comm<lnd (AMC) 10 'initiale a senll-commlle<.l. cumraclor-<.onduCled,
sample dat" collec1.iun program,
The primary purpose Oflhis FIeld Exercise
[lat., (oHenion t FnOCl Pmgram I. lO 'srahlJ,h anti maim<lin :In empLri I darJ hase of
part replacement rme.s for mi. ion eso;ential
end items from usage dUring 'ntenS1\"e trainII1g and held exerclS'" The.e dala <lrL being
",ed b) ·\.\IC, n1:l10r. uhclrdlnate commands
III update pan Jemand fn:quen . estimate'
used ,IS InpUl lo lhe SLJndard'led Comhm
PreSCribed l"au LISLAuthorized LOdd I.bt
Prugmm
l~arLs required to rep'lir hallosti damage
are delermined through the Suslain<lbilily
Prediulons for Arm) Spare Comp' nem Re,
\'jum:menls for Combat Program, conduaed
b, .\; I AA Delcnl1111ation of where these
rXlns \\ til he s[{)tked is In process. ne oplion. ~lu~kll1.lt p,ITI" to rcp..\ir comb~u d3magc

:Is part of war reserves. i,' being studied using
Ih" \lbOA3 T.mk as <I lest case,
l'nlike m051 sampll' dma <:olle(lion pro·
l/.ram , the held program clne.s not concentrate on a p.lrtin,l.lr type or lamllv of eqlllpment I, ,r an eXlended perultl of lime Inste<ld,
it "ontemr:lle on all mISSIon es emial end
it '11" (dehnedll1 DA P.\.\1 -10-2-1. "p!"'ndlx
J) dunng held Lrall1ing esereises
111e FEOC Program als l empluys a full
lime "omracring ofhcers represelltatln: on
site. 111is representJti,'e IS responSlhle for
en. tIring the dala collecled are accur:lle and
complete. thal the dala <:allemon doe not
intertere "ith the maneU"'er elements of the
unIt, ,md thdt d,e m"intenan'e <lnd 'upply
elemenls ar~ minimally Impaaed hr lhe pro·
~raJ11. lie i als'l respo'blble f",r briehng partidpatin/( unit.s anJ lhelr higher be:ldquar·
[ers, m'limainlllg eonract wilb the hUSlmajor
",,,nm.tnd and en,uring lhat A.\lSAA L' fully
apprist'd of lbe lield e,<eruse slJtus.
In"e September 19HZ. dala ha, e been colk,(lt..oJ

from UrHL" panit:Jpating in lrainlng ex·

crust... conduued al major lr:unll1g

are.~·

lI1

L' AREI'R This maneU\'er unit trall1,ng is
oniJered Ihe dosest approximation to
combat condiLlmLs acce"ible to an effon
,u<:h a the Field Exercise Data Colk-alon
Program To date. dara han: been accumulated on 26 haualinns m the major trall11J1g
areas (1 I mechanized Inf'lnt". nine armored,
twO com hat engineer, and one inf:ll1lry
ballalion)
Data h3\'e also been <:ollect~'d from (\\"0
unit. one mecbanlZt:d tnfantn and one arm,'red, lhal partiupated on lhc' FEOC during
REFORGER 83 and 84 l1~ARElR has requcsteJ that AMSAA include REFORGER $4
and 8'> unitS inlhe FEDC Program. The lI1elu'ion of uniLS parllc'paung in REFORGER e:"ereises will signiftcantly enhan e cfforts for
standardized combat pre cribed load liSIS
and authorized Imld lisLs for Pn:poSllluning
Overseas of ,\Imeriel Configured to lntt e
(P ~1CUS) unit'
The FEDC Program is il1lended 10 suppon
multiple Army logIStic ludies and is nOt
limited 10 a pank'ular type of equipment or
location. Inili<t1 guidance from DA and \IC
was to concentmt(' d1e FEDC on mechanized
InFant.r\· :ond armored oollalions in [.. \REl'R
Ast'Con<.la,,· emphasis W:IS on the same uni"
in a de,en en\'ironment. exemplilit'd bv the
,\rmys . 'ational Training Center. Onw collection at the lralning center was onulau,,<.1 in
June 1984
As sufficient daw are collected on parucul:tr type units in a specific enVIl"()I1mel1l.
OLherunits and 1<JC:ltiom" ill be added to the
fEDC. Plans t~LIl for collection of dara from
additional engint'Cr uniL aal"ities, and signal
hall:llinns .md mulliple REFORGER ballahons
on l SARITR In addition. approval has been
granted b,' the EighLh .\rmy for U1t' dara colleaion to e:'<pand LO Korea
,\.s" uh any data coll.,aion effon. there was
an Inllial concern regJrdll1l'( lhe IlllpaCt lIlat
the F1inC Pwgram would ha"e on the u'ainong mi. sion uf the UnJlS lI1\'oll"Cd. The rEnC
operate, on a non-Interference ba is to the
maneu\er demenls with minimal addition:11
r", l){lnSlbIlllie> placed on <-':1m unit .. maintenance c1eOlcnt".
Rough 1\' one to [w months in ad"ance ofa
unLts schedl.llcd ,'i it to a lraining area, the
AMSAA contracting officers repre'cl1lali'·e.
u ualh' .lccomp,mlcd by the COntraClOrs proj·
ect manager. nK'Cl with the unll commantler
and exccuu\"eoillcerto g,ve lhem ome b<lckgrounJ on the program anu pro\'lde some
ide-a as to lhe ImpaQ t11e \'.lila collemon effoel
will have on lhe Ul1lt
ant' to rwo wL'Ck, prior 10 the unit, departure to the trainLJ1~ :,rea, an entrance I1nefing
gh'en by lhe A.\ISAi\ cOl1lracllng officer;; reprc.sentali"e is auended hy all unit personnel
that the tommantler fee}" need 10 know specific <.Ielaib. and the "nure comratl0r d:1ta
collcnlon te-am ImmL'(li<lleh' after the en-

trance briefing, rhe wntractor team begins an
miual Inventor.. to detenmne what eqUip'
ment the unil h:IS andlhe statu of the equip·
ment in term of usage (miles. hour..
rounds), ,Ige (since manufaaure or last ()\ crhaul), and rep:llr (uncorrected faulls Each
unit i lhen 'Lsk~IIO slightlv ",~fy the manner in which DA Forms 2·jCH and 2'IO~ are
completed. and to pro\'ide completed forms
to the data collt'Ction team ComraClOr per·
sonnelthen transcrihe the data ro tbe,r uwn
form and verif, lhe data e1emenls. This
effon conunues unul abOUt one or two \\'t,,:~
after the unit' rerurn to garrison at wblch
ume a hnal onventory IS performed
Approximau.:h· 30 dm's after tbe final Invemon' IS cumpleted. a poellon of lhe ream
re[Urns 10 the uniL to acquire anv deferred
orglmizallonal or suppon maintenance action data 1hdate.leedback from tbe unl~' has
been positive: and in some onstann:>. requ~tS han: bL"Cn made b,·the Untt commanders for the data collection ellon lO In lude
d,em in future lralning e"ert ises.
AfLer the complellon of a units involve·
mem on the FEDC Program. feedback. in Lhe
form of printouts. IS pnl\'ided lO lhe unil
Compilallon uf datd for the specihc unIt. as
well as a compo ite uf all unit uwohed thus
far, are ent to each unit. From these OUlput .
onlormatlun 1I1 he es1.racted uch.1S end
item mage and age. on"entory dat.l. m<lime·
nan e action ~ummanes, man-h ur tOlal by
end item, parts dem'lI1d~cl for each end item.
lOp 10 parLS h\' co,t. mean units between
replacements. unit and Arm! COst for pans
used, etc. Response tu th e OUtpU hao. b<.... n
es"remely fm'orablc and reque,~ for adJiuornl COpies ha'e been numerous.
As ,rated earl,er. lhe prtmary purpose 01
the FEDCdfon is lO suppon the Arm\ -., Stan·
t~lrdized Combat Prescribed LomlLisLIAutho-rized Load LiS[ Program, _im lIarl\·. FEDC daw
are bemg provided ro lhe Fleel Planmng Oflice of rhe Tactical \X'heeled \ chide Program
.\Ianager at the 'TIlI1k-Aulomotl\'e Command
nACO\I) for use in the TaalL'al \X'heeleJ \'eIltde Lseful Life Determm<ltlon Program
Also. dala on specifIC end ,tem, woll be
proVided b,' A\lSA-\ [0 'Olrious A\lC commooit,· command, for u. e in the A\lC s,""te::m
ill se~s;nent and disciplined rel'ie\", programs.
SpeCIal dara requcsts can now be handled
through a recemlv dC\-eloped imeraai"e data
base available ar [he Edgt."'"xK! Area of the
Aberdeen Proving round
Il,c cd on [he suppon of DA, A\IC, and
USAREl'R ancl responses 01 unll; and commands invoh'etI 111 the data collea ion effort
in its inillal Ye1lrs of opermion, lhe FEOC
Program has pruwd to be <I highlv su ce sful
and u.seful Lool to the -\rlll\ The FEOC Pro·
gr:un I e>.pected to continue at least through
F\'8~,
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